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Preface 

In the framework of its Waste Management Programme the Paul Scherrer Institute is 
performing work to increase the understanding of radionuclide transport in the 
geosphere. These investigations are performed in close cooperation with, and with the 
financial support of NAGRA. The present report is issued simultaneously as a PSI report 
and a NAGRA NTB. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this report is to describe a framework within which laboratory studies on 
groundwater chemistry, sorption and transport properties might be conducted on samples 
from rock formations being considered as potential "host rocks" for the disposal of 
radioactive waste. Here, Valanginian marl, has oeen taken as a specific example, but 
the general principles should be applicable to other systems. 

Some brief notes are given on sampling and handling procedures and mineralogical 
characterisation. This is followed by a detailed discussion of the procedures considered 
necessary to determine a groundwater chemistry of a specific rock matrix. The methods 
described are particularly appropriate to rocks such as marl i.e. low water content 
rocks (essentially "dry") with appreciable clay and carbonate contents. An important 
conclusion drawn is that simple aqueous phase extractions at different liquid to solid 
ratios, followed by extrapolation procedures, are not always appropriate and can lead 
to incorrect water compositions. 

Some of the uncertainties and difficulties inherently involved in determining sorption 
parameters from batch, infiltration and diffusion based methods are presented. These 
methods are then individually discussed in greater detail with some illustrative examples. 

In the relatively few studies where sorption has been measured in crushed rock tests and 
compared with the results from intact rock experiments, it is often found that there are 
discrepancies. An outline for an experiment is described in which results from the two 
types of test could be quantitatively related to one another via cation exchange capacity 
measurements. Using this method it might be possible to explain the reasons for such 
discrepancies. 

Finally, a brief discussion is given on the possible consequences for experimental studies 
of gas in Valanginian marl and the swelling of the clay rich components. 

The authors would like to point out that the opinions, ideas and concepts put forward 
in this report represent their views at a certain point in time (October 1989) before 
the experimental programme on marl was fully underway. Practical experience will 
ultimately be the judge of the contents of this work. Even if some of the ideas are later 
shown to be in error, this exercise is nevertheless considered to have been useful since 
it has provided a background to the experimental work and a framework upon which 
future developments can be built. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Der vorliegende Bericht enthält grundsätzliche Überlegungen zu Laboruntersuchungen 
zur Grundwasserchemie, zum Sorptionsverhalten und zu den Transporteigenschaften 
potentieller Wirtgesteine für radioaktive Abfälle. Als Beispiel dienen Untersuchungen 
an Valanginian Mergel-Proben; die Methodik sollte im allgemeinen aber auch auf andere 
Gesteine anwendbar sein. 

Einleitend werden die Probeentnahme, die Probenvorbereitung, sowie die mineralo
gische Charakterisierung kurz diskutiert. 

Anschliessend erfolgt eine ausführliche Diskussion der als notwendig erachteten Ver
fahren zur Bestimmung der Poren-/Grundwasserchemie der Gesteinsmatrix. Diese Ver
fahren eignen sich speziell für Gesteine mit geringem Wassergehalt ("trocken") und 
merklichen Ton- und Karbonatanteilen (z. B. Mergel). Eine wichtige Schlussfolgerung 
ist, dass einfache Extraktionsmethoden bei verschiedenen flüssig/fest - Verhältnissen mit 
anschliessender Extrapolation auf das natürlich vorliegende Verhältnis nicht notwendi
gerweise zu einer korrekten Poren-/Gnindwasserzusammensetzung führen. 

Unsicherheiten und Schwierigkeiten, welche grundsätzlich mit der Messung von 
Sorptionseigenschaften verknüpft sind, werden für verschiedene Methodei. (Batch-, 
Infiltrations- und Diffusionsmethode) vorgestellt. Die einzelnen Verfahren werden im 
Detail anhand von Beispielen diskutiert. 

Vergleiche von Sorptionsdaten von Versuchen an gemahlenem Gestein mit gleichartigen 
Untersuchungen an intaktem Gestein zeigen oft merkliche Unterschiede. Deshalb wird 
ein Experiment vorgeschlagen, welches die verschiedenen Methoden über die Messung 
der Kationaustauschkapazität quantitativ miteinander verknüpft und dadurch die Unter
schiede in den Sorptionsdaten befriedigend erklärt. 

Abschliessend werden die möglichen Konsequenzen für andere Experimentalprogramme 
(Gas-Untersuchungen im Valanginian Mergel, Quellung der Ton-reichen Fraktionen) 
kurz diskutiert, die sich aus der Anwendung der beschriebenen Methodik ergeben. 

Die Autoren möchten festhalten, dass die in diesem Bericht aufgezeigten Meinungen, 
Ideen und Konzepte ihre Ansichten zu einem Zeitpunkt (Oktober 1989) vor dem Beginn 
des experimentellen Programmes darstellen. Erst die praktischen Erfahrungen werden 
letztendlich zeigen, wie weit die expliziten Vorschläge tatsächlich angewendet wer
den können. Auch wenn sich einige der Ideen möglicherweise als unrichtig erweisen 
werden, wird die vorliegende Arbeit aufgrund des wesentlich vertieften Verständnisses 
der experimentell zugänglichen Zusammenhänge trotzdem als sehr nützlich und hilf
reich erachtet. Es ist auch denkbar, dass zukünftige Untersuchungsprogramme auf der 
vorgestellten Methodik aufbauen können. 
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Refime 

Le but de ce rapport est de decrire k cadre des Etudes de laboratoire sur la chimie 
de 1'eau interstielle d'une formation rocheuse, sur la sorption et sur les proprietes de 
transport des nuclides dans cette formation. Ges Itudes peuvent etre conduites sur 
des öchantillons des formations geologiques considerees comme candidates potentielles 
pour le stockage definitif des dechets radioactifs. Ici, la mame de Valangin a etc choisie 
comme exemple specifique, mais les principes g£neraux devraient etre applicables aux 
autres systemes. 

Quelques breves notes sont donnees sur les procedures d'cchantillonnage, de traitement 
et sur la caracterisation mineralogique. Suit une discussion detaillee des procedures 
necessaires ä la determination de la chimie de l'eau impregnant une matrice rocheuse 
specifique. Les m6thodes decrites sont particulierement appropriees ä des formations 
telles que les mames, c a d . des roches ä faible contenance en eau (essentiellement 
scenes) avec une teneur appreciable en argile et carbonates. Les auteurs sont d'avis 
que ('extrapolation lineaire aux conditions in situ (proportion eau/roche corrcspondant 
ä la porosis) des Resultats experimentaux obtenus ä partir des equilibrations entre eau 
distillee et röche pour diverses proportions entre liquide et solide, ne sont pas toujours 
appropriees et peuvent conduire ä de* compositions incorrectes de l'eau interstielle. 

Plusieurs des incertitudes et difficult« inhercntes ä la determination des parametres de 
sorption bases sur des m€thodes de batch, d'infiltration et de diffusion sont presentees. 
Ges m&hodes sont alors discutees individuellement plus en detail ä l'aide d'exemples 
descriptifs. 

Dans les quelques etudes ou la sorption a etc mesurec dans des roches broyees et 
companies avec les resultats experimentaux obtenus ä partir de roches intactes, on a 
souvent trouvö des ecarts. Une procedure d'experimentation est decrite dans laquelle 
les nfsultats des deux types de test peuvent etre compare's entre eux au moyen de la 
mesure de capacite d'lchange cationiques. En utilisant cette mdthode il peut ctre pos
sible d'expliquer les raisons de ces ecarts. 

Finalement, une breve discussion est faite sur les consequences possibles pour des etudes 
experimental dans le cas de gaz inclus dans la mame de Valangin et pour le gonfle-
ment des composants riches en argile. 

Les auteurs aimeraient exprimer que les opinions, idees et concepts de ce rapport 
repn£sentent leur vues ä une certaine penode (octobre 1989) avant que le programme 
experimental sur les marne soit complement en route. L'experience pratique permettra 
finalement de juger le contenu de ce travail. Meme si quelques-unes de ces idees se 
revelent fausses, cette etude est neanmoins utile car eile aura fourni un cadre ä un travail 
experimental, et une base pour de futurs developpements. 
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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to describe a framework for laboratory studies on the 

sorption and transport properties of marl which is cunently being considered as a 

potential host rock for the disposal of low and intermediate level radioactive waste. 

Where necessary, details of experimental procedures will be given and recognised 

experimental problems highlighted. Though these proposals are concerned with 

Valanginian marl, many of the principles and techniques discussed should be appropriate 

to other rock types. 

The procedure; are designed with the aim of trying to understand sorption mechanisms 

and transport processes. What this means, practically, is that experiments should be 

performed: 

(i) with a well characterised solid phase: major/minor mineralogy, phase distribution 

and form, physico-chemical properties, 

(ii) with a well characterised aqueous phase: ionic composition, pH, Eh, DOC, 

(iii) with aqueous and solid phases in "chemical equilibrium", 

(iv) under well controlled/characterised conditions: controlled P()j and P(i,, 

atmospheres, 

(v) using different techniques to measure important parameters e.g. for sorption 

measurements; diffusion-sorption and permeability/infiltration-sorption methods 

will be applied, where possible, in addition to the more usual batch methods. 

Any experimental programme should be accompanied throughout by modelling work 

which is used to interpret/understand data as they are produced and also to guide, and 

where necessary, modify the direction of the experimental approach. 
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2 Handling Procedures and Mineralogical 
Characterisation 

2.1 General 

The Eh and pH conditions existing at depth in any host rock formation have a profound 

influence on almost all of the critical parameters determining radionuclide migration 

rates in the far-field. Changes in these (and other) parameters may induce irreversible 

changes in the rock-water system which can have serious implications for radionuclide 

speciation and sorption. For example, the production of iron-oxyhydroxides (from pyrite 

oxidation) could greatly influence the sorption of certain radionuclides in laboratory 

experiments (see for example, Maes and Cremers, 1986). 

Clearly, the process of sampling may alter the mechanical properties of the rock 

(de-stressing etc.) but it is still possible to minimise the effects of many other physical 

and chemical changes, such as dehydration and oxidation, by taking some simple 

precautions. This is especially important since the extent of any change resulting from 

the contact of rock with air, and the consequences for laboratory measurements, are 

virtually impossible to estimate with any certainty. Thus, for the purpose of quality 

assurance, sampling methodology (and especially the exclusion of air) is the first critical 

experimental procedure to be considered. Gosely coupled with this are the problems 

of long-term storage, manipulation and preparation of specimens. 

2.2 Sampling, Storage, Manipulation and Preparation 

The normal handling practice to date for core samples has been to remove them from 

the core barrel and leave them exposed to the atmosphere during initial mineralogical 

characterisation and logging. Subsequently, cores are stored on site and at some later 

time removed to the NAGRA core store at PSI where they are sheathed in plastic and 

placed inside wooden crates. In some cases, individual samples are »Tapped in plastic 

and then sealed in wax before crating and storing. 

With regard to the characterisation studies and experimental work described in this 

report, it is vital that the exposure of samples to the atmosphere is reduced to the 

minimum practical level. The procedure given above is inadequate for the collection 

of uncontaminated samples. It is suggested that methods based on those described in 
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Alexander and Bradbury (1988) and Alexander et al. (1990a) be adopted. Briefly, 

selected rock core samples should be washed free of drilling fluid and debris using, 

for example, the laboratory standard marl (LSM) solution (section 3) and then quickly 

wiped dry. The core samples are then immediately double wrapped in plastic bags 

which are flushed with I % CO../N. gas and heat sealed before being placed inside 

steel drums. The drums are then flushed thoroughly with the same gas, sealed, and 

transported to the laboratory with as little delay as possible, where the samples can be 

transferred into sample preparation/storage glove boxes. Following this, the samples 

should be unwrapped to avoid further contamination from remnants of the drilling 

fluid and oxygen from any of the washing water trapped inside the bags. The rock 

cores can then be sub-cored and cut using the LSM solution as lubricating fluid. The 

(possibly) heavily contaminated outer portion of the cores can be discarded. Finally, the 

pristine sub-cored samples are double wrapped in aluminium coated plastic, to minimise 

dehydration, and stored in the glove box at ~ 18°C until required. 

When further manipulation of the samples is required, further drilling and cutting is 

possible in the glovebox. However, it is likely that crushing large sections of core by 

hand will be virtually impossible inside a glovebox. It would be much simpler to use 

a mechanical device such as a powered mortar and pestle inside the box. (Tests will 

be required to determine optimum crushing conditions.) The particle size or size range 

is, in most cases, arbitrarily chosen even though the choice has an influence on the 

sorption subsequently measured (see section 4.2). Some guidance could be obtained 

from mineralogical investigations e.g. the minimum desirable particle size could be 

taken as the average grain size of important minerals in marl e.g. pyrite. Size sorting 

to yield particles within a .specific size range often requires a great deal of material and 

effort since the wastage is very high. In any event, unless strict checks are made, such a 

procedure can easily lead to mineral separation. It is probably better to sieve the crushed 

rock and to collect that fraction which is below a specified size. A "one-off particle 

size distribution could then be carried out on sub-samples. Care must be taken not to 

produce mineral separation through crushing sieving and sub-sampling. The whole of 

the chosen mass of the core sample should be crushed and dry sieved. In the specific 

case of the man considered here, dry sieving is not a problem since the water content of 

the rock is extremely low. In other systems where the rock may require forced drying, 

some thought needs to be given to the possible consequences. The crushed starting 

material also needs to be characterised and this is discussed in section 2.3. 
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Besides the requirements of the batch tests, relatively large quantities of crushed rock 

will be needed for the series of characterisation studies planned e.g. major and minor 

mineralogy, total element analyses, physico-chemical characterisation (cation (anion) 

exchange capacity, major exchangeable ions, highly soluble salts), powder 

characterisation (particle size distribution and morphology) pyrite oxidation studies 

and rock-water interaction tests (definition of an LSM water: pH. Eh and buffering 

capacities). One recurrent problem in studies of this type is sample to sample variation. 

This may be particularly important for Oberbauenstock (OBS) and Wellenberg (WLB) 

marl since they have been shown to be rather heterogeneous on a scale of hundreds 

of metres down to centimetres (e.g. Bläsi and Meyer, 1988). Therefore it would 

be desirable at the beginning of the programme to have a stock of crushed material 

which has been mechanically homogenised and from which all rubsequent experimental 

samples can be taken. Estimates of the amounts required will need to be made plus, 

say, an additional 50 % as contigency. However, serious thought must be given to 

the storage of the crushed marl since some of it may not be required until months 

after its preparation. The oxygen content of the constantly circulating gas in the glove 

boxes, even at levels of < 5 vppm, may be sufficient to cause significant oxidation of 

unprotected crushed marl over long times. In order to eliminate, or at least minimise, 

contamination, it is suggested that the crushed material should be sealed in numerous 

small plastic containers held within a series of air tight metal canisters. As an added 

precaution, an oxygen scrubber, such as finally divided iron powder, could be included 

within each metal canister. However, it would be neccessary to ensure that there is 

no possibility of contact between the iron powder and the crushed marl. Material for 

experiments is taken only from one canister at a time until this supply is exhausted, 

whereupon the second canister is opened, and so on. In this way the atmosphere 

exchanges occuring for each canister are minimised. 

Finally, there is the possibility of the inadvertent introduction of microbial contamination 

into the system during sampling, storage and handling procedures. This problem is 

rarely addressed and it is difficult to see how it can be avoided. At the very least, 

checks should be made from time to time to determine the levels and types of microbial 

contamination in order to properly define the experimental system. Eventually, it may 

be neccessary to carry out additional experiments, particularly with respect to sorption 

tests, to determine whether or not the microbial population is significantly influencing 

the results. 
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2.3 Mineralogical Characterisation 

It is common practise to subject rock samples to a detailed mineralogical examination 

at the beginning of any experimental programme. A significant amount of general data 

does, in fact, already exist on the formations of interest (e.g. Burger, 1982; Bläsi and 

Meyer, 1988) but this must be supplemented with more detailed information specific to 

the samples being used for the sorption studies. 

A programme of work is envisaged in co-operation with the Bern group (see Aksoyoglu 

and Alexander, 1989) which will include a routine description of the core mineralogy 

using standard techniques such as thin sections, SEM, XRF etc., but will mainly address 

those aspects which may be important for sorption processes and laboratory experimental 

procedures. These include: 

- Grain size distribution: samples must be crushed for batch sorption experiments 

and most experimental procedures pay little regard to the natural grain size 

distribution in the rock thus creating many new, fresh reaction surfaces for 

sorption. Such schemes will most probably produce non-conservative Kd values 

(section 4.2). 

- Oxidation of pyrite: at a simplistic level, the syndepositional and syntectonic 

oxidation of pyrite may be assumed to produce gypsum and Fe-oxides and 

oxyhydroxides as by-products. The abundance of any such Fe-oxyhydroxides 

should be estimated due to their (often significant) effects on radionuclide sorption. 

This may not be an important process in fresh core samples, especially as there 

is some indication of the existence of protective coatings on pyrite in the OBS 

marls (Bläsi, pers.comm.) which may effectively armo ; pyrite against oxidation. 

However, grinding samples, for batch sorption experiments, with no regard to the 

pyrite size distribution could produce fresh pyrite surfaces which could readily 

oxidise to produce Fe-oxyhydroxides (see Cathles, 1982). 

It is worth noting here that some recent work on an OBS marl sample from the 

core store at PSI indicated little, if any, oxidation of pyrite in the centre of the 

core (West et al., 1989) even though this core has been exposed to the atmosphere 

for several years. While this is encouraging, some questions remain concerning 

the sample examined in this case. 

- Clay mineralogy: the specific sorption behaviour of many nuclides may depend, 
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to large extent, on the clay mineralogy. To attain any form of mechanistic under

standing of sorption processes in marls, detailed information must be obtained on 

the clay type, distribution and form. 

- Porosity: there still exist uncertainties as to the marl matrix porosities. A careful 

examination of the rock porosity by means of mercury porosimetry and resin 

injection UV fluorescence microscopy (see Meyer et al.,1989 for details) may 

provide at least semi-quantitative information on the extent of the connected 

porosity. Detailed petrographic study of the so identified flow paths could then 

indicate those minerals most likely to be in direct contact with pore fluids (c.f. 

Alexander et al., 1990b). 

- Surface area determinations may prove to be useful in the interpretation of sorption 

results and provide a means for "normalisation" to studies carried out elsewhere. 
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3 Groundwater Chemistry and Physico-Chemical 
Characterisation 

3.1 Introduction 

Two requirements are essential in any studies aimed at attempting to understand sorption 

mechanisms. They are: 

(i) The rock-water system should be in a "chemical equilibrium" for the 

measurements. The term "chemical equilibrium" is used here to mean that the 

rock/water system has reached a steady state condition and that on the time scale 

">{ the experiments neither the state of the rock nor the chemistry of the water 

is a function of time or the quantity of rock and volume of liquid phase used in 

the tests. This is only feasible for those processes which are fast, reversible and 

go to completion within the time of the experiment. It should be emphasised that 

some processes may not attain "chemical equilibrium" because they are kinetically 

hindered or irreversible e.g. weathering reactions. 

(ii) The solid and aqueous phases should be well characterised. 

Both of these points will be discussed further in the following sub-sections. A 

prerequisite for beginning any credible sorption work is the definition of a groundwater 

chemistry which satisfies condition (i) above. 

Little or no reliable information exists on the in situ water chemistry in the marl 

formations of interest. Until such data becomes available, the only practical option is 

to determine a water chemistry from laboratory rock-water interaction tests on crushed 

marl matrix material. To distinguish this water from any other previously suggested 

compositions, or future in situ determinations, it will be referred to as a "laboratory 

standard marl water", LSM water. Ideally the LSM water should have the same 

chemistry as the formation water with respect to its ion constituent concentrations, ionic 

strength, pH, Eh, DOC and PCo3- However, in these marls the matrix water content is 

only a few vol%. At such low water contents it is likely that most, if not all, of the 

water is "bound" and in such cases a formation water composition cannot be measured 

e.g. by high pressure extraction techniques (Brightman et al. 1985), and, indeed, 

it is difficult to comprehend exactly what an "in situ water composition" means when 
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there is no "free" water. Even when an LSM water has been produced, uncertainties 

will remain as to whether its composition is representative of any "real" water existing 

in a marl formation. The only compositions which are ever likely to be measureable in 

the field are those of water flowing in the crush zones ("Ruschelzone") and fractures. 

This vital data, as stated previously, is not yet available and the generation of an LSM 

water by rock-water interaction type tests is the best that is currently achievable. 

Water analyses are obviously a vital part of this work and an operational definition 
of v/hat is meant by "a solution" is needed otherwise variable contributions from 

colloids/paniculate material in the water may be included in the measurements. Any 

waters sent for analysis must be filtered. It is suggested that the final filtration step 

might be carried out using a membrane with a pore size of ~ lOnm (Degueldre, pers. 

comm.). Thus, the operating definition of "a solution" would be one which has passed 

through a filter of the above size. At the very least, the same water should be passed 

through filters of different sizes and then analysed to check whether the filter size plays 

any significant role. 

3.2 Background to Rock-Water Interaction Tests 

All experiments should be carried out under controlled atmosphere conditions on rock 

samples which are as chemically uncontaminated as possible. 

In the atmosphere controlled glove boxes, the PCo2 is fixed at 10-2 bar (1 vol% C02/N2 

gas mixture) and the oxygen content is ~ 1 ppm. The Pco7 was chosen on the basis 

of the best available estimates of the in situ value (Pearson, pers. comm). It should 

be emphasised that neither the equilibrium PCo2
 nor the pH have been measured in 

groundwaters in these marl formations. 

Before discussing the experiments themselves, it may be useful to describe some aspects 

of the water chemistry which might be expected on the basis of deductions made from 

the imposed conditions e.g. fixed Pcn.2 and the (limited) information already existing 

on the marl/water system. 

A marl may be composed mainly of carbonates and it is reasonable to assume that any 

solution will be saturated with respect to CaCO*. At an imposed Pr<?2 of 10-2 bar, the 

pH of the system will be fixed. Such large quantities of carbonates will also provide a 

powerful pH buffer for the marl-water system (see section 3.5). 
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A series of preliminary marl-water interaction experiments were carried out at high 

S:L (solidrliquid) ratios (1:200) on crushed material taken from cores which had been 

stored for many years under uncontrolled conditions (Aksoyoglu, pers. comm) and 

may therefore be contaminated to some extent e.g. oxidised. Further, the crushing 

operation was carried out in air and may have lead to additional chemical disturbances. 

Despite these uncertainties it was possible, in the one case where a complete set of data 

was available, to deduce some preliminary information concerning the characteristics 

of the rock-water system with the aid of speciation calculations using the geochemical 

code PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al. 1980) and the thermodynamic data base compiled by 

Pearson et zl (1989). The main points are summarised below. 

1. Aqueous extracts on 6 samples at a 1:200 marl-water ratios in a closed system 

(see (3) below) yielded the data on the extracted ions given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Preliminary aqueous extration test results; marl to water ratio of 1:200 
(Aksoyoglu, pers. comm.) 

Ions extracted 

F-
ci-
so2-
PO3-
[Alk] 

Sum anions 

Na+ 

K+ 
Mg2+ 
Ca2+ 

Sr2+ 

Sum cations 

PH 

Solution concentration 
(meq l - 1) 
9.5 x 10"3 

6.5 x 10-3 

4.96 x 10~2 

1.45 x 10 2 

4.02 x 10-' 

4.82 x 10-' 

1.51 x 10-' 
1.35 x 10"2 

4.5 x 10"2 

2.56 x 10"' 
8.5 x 10-3 

4.74 x 10"' 

9.15 

Extracted ions 
(meq/100g marl) 

0.19 
0.13 
0.99 
0.29 
8.04 

9.64 

3.01 
0.27 
0.90 
5.13 
0.17 

9.48 

2. Each gramme of mu.1 contains ~ 60fig of dissolvable organic matter. 

3. The pH of the aqueous extract is high due to the dissolution of calcite from the 

marl and the fact that the experiments were carried out in a closed system. The 

partial pressure of C02 was calculated to be 1 0 - ' 8 bar. Aqueous extracts carried 
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out in an open system under atmospheric conditions (P<?Oj = 10~3 5 bar) showed 

an equilibrium pH of 8.4 (Aksoyoglu, pers. comra.) 

4. The relatively high SO2,- content could have arisen from soluble phases present, 

or, at least partially, from the oxidation of pyrite 

5. From the limited data available, the cation exchange capacity of the marl was 

estimated to be < 10 meq/100g and likely to be in the region of 5 -7 meq/100g. 

With respect to the above given data the following comments can be made: 

(i) The aqueous extract is charge balanced. The difference between anions and 

cations is less than a few per cent. 

(ii) The liquid phase is saturated with calcite. Dolomite, gypsum and fluorite appear 

to be undersaturated. 

(iii) CI" (and F") 's present as highly soluble salts. (PO4- probably originates from 

phosphate minerals such as apatite, which are common in marine sediments). 

(iv) The alkalinity (meq 1_1) is higher than the Ca2+ concentration (meq l -1) 

in the extract. With respect to the solid phase, the difference is ~ 3 meq/lOOg. 

The most likely explanation for this excess is that a HCO3 /CO2,- water was 

generated during the rock-water interaction tests via a mechanism involving 

calcite dissolution and Ca2+ exchange on the clay minerals. Another, though 

less probable, explanation may be the presence of NaHC03/Na2C03 salts in the 

marl. On the basis of the available information it is impossible to distinguish 

between these two possibilities. 

The significance of the first mechanism in (iv) above lies in the fact that any aqueous 
extraction carried out at any practicably achievable rock:water ratio will generate a 
HCOj/CO2,- type water if carbonates are present. The results would be internally 
consistent and appear to be reasonable, but there would be a distinct possibility 
that they are an artefact of the method used. Thus, relying only on data from 
rock water interaction tests could lead to an erroneous water composition which 
would have serious consequences for subsequent sorption experiments and model 
calculations of solubility limits and radionuclide speciation. 
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As a result of the above view of the system behaviour, non-conventional approaches to 

the question of rock-water interaction tests and the generation of a standard water are 

proposed. In essence, the main aim is to first determine the CEC and ion occupancies 

on the marl under experimental conditions which cause the least disturbance to the 

system and, in particular, to prevent the calcite dissolution/Ca exchange mechanism 

from operating. 

3.3 Outline of Experimental Methods for Rock-Water Interaction 
Tests 

3J.1 Experimental Approach 

Ro»_k:water interaction experiments are aimed at determining: 

1. The presence of highly soluble salts e.g. NaCl and NdHC03/Na2C03 (DOC may 

also come into this category). Such salts may determine the ionic strength of 

the system, although it should not be forgotten that the value will depend on the 

rock-water ratio chosen, 

2. The CEC of the marl, 

3. The ion occupancies on the exchange complex. 

Adding distilled water to crushed marl will not resolve the question as to whether 

NaHCO.-5/Na2C03 is present as a separate solid phase in the marl or whether its presence 

in solution is generated by a mechanism similar to the one given above. In order to 

overcome this problem the following method is suggested. 

Pure calcite is dissolved in distilled water under a PCo2 of 10"2 bar and allowed to reach 

equilibrium. The alkalinity, pH and Ca2+ concentration of the equilibrated solution are 

determined as accurately as possible. 

A saturated calcite solution (Pro2 = 10~2 bar) is prepared containing a high selective 

index cation (see section 3.3.3 A) capable of replacing, in one step, all the exchangeable 

cations on the clay minerals. (A CEC value of 10meq/100g could be assumed initially 

for the marl). 
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The alkalmity, pH and Ca'-,+ concentrations are again measured accurately and a 

comparison with the first solution enables any influence of the index cation on calcite 

solubility to be seen e.g ionic strength effects. A careful mass balance check is 

also made on the amount of the index cation added and the amount measured in the 

final solution. The above measurements are intended to ensure that nothing unforeseen 

has occured, and to form the base data with which the subsequent measurements are 

compared. (This solution will be referred to as the "index-cation" solution). It cannot be 

emphasised too strongly that accurate data for this "index-cation" solution are required. 

In addition, direct measurement of inorganic carbon using for example a Dohrmann 

carbon analyser, should be included in the analyses. 

The "index-cation" solution is then contacted with marl at a series of solid-liquid ratios, 

(see section 3.3.3(B)). Thus, if such a solution is added to any clay containing rock, the 

index cation will block the exchangeable sites and hence the possibility of a combined 

dissolution/exchange process is prevented upon diluting the system. 

3J.2 Model Calculations 

For the experimental procedure just suggested, and the possibilities outlined previously 

at the end of section 3.2, model predictions can be made and several different cases can 

be considered. However, it should not be forgotten that the following predictions are 

based on deductions and calculations made on a very limited and somewhat uncertain 

data set on uncharactensed samples which may have undergone oxidation. They are 

intended as a guide only, and represent what is currently believed may occur on a "best 

estimate" basis. 

Case 1 

No NaHCOVNa2CO. salts present in the marl. 

Zero, or extremely low Ca2+ occupancies on the clay. 

Prediction: 

The solubility limit of the calcite in the marl is unaffected. The pH, alkalinity and 

Ca2+ concentration should be the same as in the "index-cation" solution and none of 

the values should be affected by the rock-water ratio. 
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Ca ~ 3.2 meq T 1 

Alkalinity ~ 3.2 meq l - 1 

pH ~ 7.3 

These, and the subsequent calculations, have been carried out on a simplified system. 

The influence of other carbonates e.g. dolomite, and the effect of different ionic strengths 

at different S:L ratios, e.g. from NaCl or the index cation concentration, on the calcite 

solubility have not been included. 

Case 2 

NaHC03/Na2C03 salts are present in the marl. 

Zero, or extremely low, Ca2+ occupancies on the clay. 

Prediction: 

The Na2C03/NaHC03 will enter into solution, but the Na+ cannot take part in exchange 

reactions on the clay minerals due to the exchange sites being "blocked" by the high 

selectivity index cation. The alkalinity will change and the calcium concentration will 

decrease through calcite precipitation due to the "common ion" effect arising from the 

HCO3/CO3" from the sodium salt. 

Assuming that 3 meq/100g of NaHC03/Na2C03 could be present in the marl (see Table 

1), the calculated pH values, alkalinities and Ca concentrations are shown in Figure 1 as 

a function of rock-water ratios. At high rock-water ratios the pH values, alkalinities and 

Ca concentrations compared to the "index-cation" solution, are significantly different. 

At lower rock-water ratios these differences decrease due to the dilution of the 

NaHC03/Na2C03 concentration. 
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Figure 1: (a) pH, (b) alkalinity, (c) Ca concentration at different solid to liquid ratios for 
"Case 2" calculations ( , indicates the pH, alkalinity and Ca concentration 
in the index solution in graphs (a), (b) and (c) respectively) 

Case 3 

No NaHC03/Na2C03 present in the marl. 

A significant Ca2+ occupancy on the clay, say, 3 meq/100g. 

Prediction: 

The Ca2+ on the clay will be displaced into solution by the high selectivity index 

cations. CO2- will precipitate as calcite (common ion effect) and the alkalinity and pH 

will change. The calculated changes are shown in Figure 2, assuming a Ca2+ occupancy 

on the clay of ~ 3 meq/100g. As can be seen by comparing Figures 1 and 2 the trends 

are distinctly different in the two cases and can therefore be distinguished from one 

another. 
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Figure 2: (a) pH, (b) alkalinity, (c) Ca concentration at different solid to liquid ratios for 
"Case 3" calculations ( , indicates the pH, alkalinity and Ca concentration 
in the index solution in graphs (a), (b) and (c) respectively) 

Case 4 

For a situation where significant quantities of Ca2+ are present on the clay and NaHCCV 

Na2C03 is present in the marl, no predictions are made. Numerous processes are 

occuring simultaneously and influence one another, making any definitive statements, 

at this stage, very difficult. A possible way to disentangle the importance of calcite 

dissolution in the sytem is by carrying out the extractions at different partial pressures 

of C02. Under pure N2-atmosphere (i.e. Pco2 ~ 0) the NaHC03 and calcite solubility 

should respond quite differently from their solubilities at high PCo2-

In addition to the above experiments it is also proposed that rock-water interaction 

experiments using distilled water at different rock-water ratios are carried out in parallel. 

At different rock-water ratios different dilution factors will apply to any highly soluble 

salts present and lead to different exchange reactions with the clays. In addition, these 

experiments will enable the dissolvable organic carbon content of the marl to 

be measured (see section 3.7). It is anticipated that when the data from both sets of 

experiments are available the basis for a well founded understanding of the system will 
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have been achieved. 

3.3.3 Experimental 

As mentioned above, two series of experiments are proposed. The first series are rock-

water interaction experiments at various rock-water ratios using distilled water. These 

experiments are denoted as "water extraction" tests. The second scries of experiments, 

in the presence of a high selectivity index cation in a saturated calcite solution, are 

referred to as "index-cation" extraction measurements. 

A: Water Extraction Tests 

Crushed marl samples (see section 2.2) are dispersed in distilled water ("de-oxygenated" 

and saturated with C02(aq) at a Pco2 °f 10~2 bar)» at various rockcwater ratios. The 

marl-water system is continuously agitated by a PTFE coated magnetic stirrer bar in 

polypropylene/polyethylene containers sealed with parafilm. The purpose of the parafilm 

is to allow the Pco2 over the solution to be maintained at 10~2 bar by C02 diffusion 

while hindering the evaporation of water. The times required for equilibration are likely 

to be only a few days but this should be checked in parallel experiments which could 

be allowed to run for a few weeks. 

After the appropriate equilibration time, the solid phases need to be separated. Tne 

exact methods used and the degree of separation required (filter size) will be a matter 

for discussion (see section 3.1). A matrix for this series of experiments is suggested in 

Table 2. 
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Table 2: Mari - distilled water extraction experiments 

Rock:Water ratio 
Parameters 

Chemical analyses: 
- Cations 
- Anions 
- Others 

1:100, 1:30, 1:10, 1:5, 1:2, 1:1 
Temperature 
Pro, = 10-2 bar (low P0l) 
pH 
Eh 

Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+ 

C0 2 /HC03, F-, CI", SO2", NO;, 
SiT, FeT, ST, DOC 

POJ-

B: "Index-Cation" Extraction Measurements 

These extraction measurement on crushed marl samples can be carried out in parallel 

with the water extraction tests. The experimental procedures and conditions are 

analogous to those described briefly above with the important difference that the 

extraction solution is a CaCO { saturated water containing an appropriate high selective 

index cation complex. Transition metal complexes with uncharged ligands such as silver 

thiourea (AgTU+) (Pleysier, 1976), nickel ethylenediamine (Ni(en)2+) (Peigneur, 1976) 

or cobalt hexamine (Co(NH:,)iJ+) (Dalang, 1977) are potential candidates. If more than 

one complex is suitable, it would be worthwhile using two or three different ones (at least 

in preliminary tests) to check that the results are not dependent on the complex chosen. 

The overall cation exchange capacities obtained by these index cations have further to 

be compared with the CEC as obtained from standard methods such as the amonium 

acetate method. An important criterion in making a choice is that the complex should 

be stable in the range of pH values determined naturally by the rock-water system. 

(The complexes given above are only suggestions). Also it is clearly essential that the 

CEC, as measured by the decrease in concentration of the index-cation complex, is 

stoichiometric with the sum of displaced cations expressed on an equivalent scale; there 

should be no unexplained discrepancies here. In any event, in order to fully characterise 

the behaviour of any of the high selective complexes chosen it is considered essential 

to first determine isotherms i.e. measured metal complex sorption vs. metal complex 

concentration. 

The chemical analyses of the liquid phase required in these tests are the same as those 
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given in Table 2 together with the index-cation and its associated anion. 

Once the rock-water interaction and CEC results are available it is important that 

they are carefully examined to ensure that the system behaviour is understood before 

proceeding further. 

3.4 Procedure for the Determination of a LSM Water 

The information obtained from the previously proposed series of experiments should, 

in principle, provide the data needed to calculate the major ion composition of an LSM 

water. Several steps are required. 

1. Due to the presence of soluble salts, the total ionic strength (and also the DOC 

levels) of »he LSM water is strongly dependent on the rockrwater ratio chosen (due 

to simple dilution processes). It should be emphasised that the ionic strength can 

be an important parameter with respect to sorption. In cases where the sorption 

of a nuclide is governed mainly by ion exchange reactions (e.g. for alkali and 

alkali earth cations) the presence of high levels of competing ions will strongly 

influence the sorption of these elements. 

2. Saturation with minerals that are present in the marl-water system (e.g. calcite) 

need to be maintained. However, the presence of complexants may influence the 

solubility of certain minerals (e.g. calcium ions may complex with DOC and 

an apparent oversaturation with respect to calcite may occur if totai calcium is 

considered). 

3. From the CEC measurements it is anticipated that the ion occupancies on the 

cation exchange medium can be determined. It is important that these ion 

distributions are maintained when marl is equilibriated with the LSM water. In 

order to avoid large changes in the composition of the solid phase, calculations can 

be made using semi-empirical Gapon equations which establish the ionic ratios 
in the liquid phase of the monovalent Na+ and K+ with respect to the bivalent 

Mg2+, Cai+ and Sr2+, which are in equilibrium with a certain clay composition 

(Kamphorst and Bolt, 1978). 
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The ion compositions of the liquid phase can be expressed in terms of the sodium 

(or potassium) adsorption ratio, SAR (or PAR), defined as: 

SAR = °Na (1) 
\J{Cca + C\fg + Csr ) /2 

PAR = A" (2) 
\]{Cca + C\]g + Cs r ) /2 

where C is the concentration in solution (in meq l"1). 

In addition, the ion composition of the exchange medium can be expressed in 

terms of the exchangeable sodium (or potassium) ratio, ESR (or EPR) defined as: 

ESR - ES/(CEC-ES) (3) 

EPR = EP/(CEC-EP) (4) 

where ES and EP refer to exchangeable sodium and potassium on the ion exchange 

medium respectively (in meq/100g) and the CEC to the overall ion exchange 

capacity (in meq/100g) of the solid phase. 

General equations, based on linear regression anlaysis of a large number of 

data obtained in soil systems, relating SAR with ESR (and PAR with EPR), 

are available (USSL, 1954): 

ESR = -0.013+ 0.015 SAR (5) 

EPR = 0.036 + 0.105 PAR (6) 

Since, ES, EP and CEC values will be determined from the experiments, ESR 

and EPR can be calculated using equations (3) and (4). Assuming that normal ion 

exchange occurs in the system, the relations given in equations (5) and (6) can be 

applied to calculate SAR and PAR. (Note that although the above relationships 

were derrived for soil systems it has been demonstrated by Baeyens et al. (1985) 

that they are also applicable to marine clays). 

SAR and PAR values alone yield no information on the ionic strength of the 

solution since at any arbitrarily chosen ionic strength Na+, K+ and bivalent ion 

concentrations can be defined to give constant SAR and PAR values. 
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Thus, after all the experiments and calculations have been completed, the following 

data are likely to be available: 

1. CEC of the marl (meq/100g) 

2. Major ion occupancies on the marl 

3. Highly soluble salt content of the marl e.g. HCOä/CO^, Cl~, NOJ (meq/100g) 

4. SAR und PAR values (ratios) 

Additional information, from the mineralogical description of the marl and from the 

water extracti n experiments, will enable good estimates to be made of the minerals 

likely to form saturated solutions e.g. calcite and chalcedony. A final condition is that 

the Pco2 is fixed at 10~2 bar. 

In order to calculate the major ion composition of the LSM water, there is still one vital 

parameter missing; the ionic strength of the solution. The ionic strength is required to 

determine the absolute concentrations of the major ions from the available data from 

their relative values. In the absence of any reliable water data from groundwater analyses 

in these marl formations the only alternative is to make a decision on the basis of the 

"best available estimates". 

Once the "best estimate" for the ionic strength has been decided, a geochemical code, 

such as PHREEQE, can be used, with the experimental data as input, to calculate a 

L SM water composition. 

The final stage in the whole procedure is to make up the LSM water synthetically and 

contact it with crushed marl samples at different rock-water ratios to check whether 

this water is indeed in equilibrium with the marl and that the "chemical equilibrium" 

condition has been achieved. At this stage it would certainly be worthwhile to carry out 

a detailed analysis of the "equilibrated" LSM water using a technique such as ICPMS 

to determine concentrations of trace ions, especially for those being considered for 

subsequent sorption tests. 
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3.5 pH Buffer Capacity 

3.5.1 General 

Different components in a rock-w?..er system may act as potential buffers with respect 

to pH. It is likely that the pH buffer capacity of a marl-water system is mainly governed 

by die presence of large quantities of carbonate minerals in combination with a fixed 

partial pressure of C02 (assumed to be 10"2 bar in this case). 

A simulation of an acid titration of pure calcite at a Pcc,2 = 10~2 bar is shown in Figure 

3a. In the initial state (i.e. dissolution of CaC03 in distilled water) 1.6 mmol l - 1 calcite 

dissolves and the system reaches a pH of 7.3. Upon adding acid the pH decreases to 

~ 6.5 and men remains constant as long as calcite is present. Figure 3b shows the 

amounts of calcite dissolving during the titration. 

In the case of marl, other minerals may act as buffers. For example, H+ may adsorb 

on neutral oxide surfaces such as iron oxides, according to a reaction of the type, 

H+ + FeOOH ^ FeOOH* (7) 

The ratio of adsorbed protons to the protons in the liquid phase represents the buffer 

capacity with respect to this type of mineral (It should be noted that this buffer capacity 

is pH dependent). If such a mechanism occurs in marl, the shape of the titration curve 

will change less abrupdy than shown in Figure 3a. 

An alkaline titration using NaOH (or Ca(OH)2) on marl may yield information on the 

(short term) buffer capacity of marl towards alkaline solutions (e.g. see Jefferies et 

al. 1989). This may be of particular importance for marl in the vicinity of a 

low/ intermediate level waste repository where large amounts of cement are present. 

The degradation of the cement through contact with groundwater may give rise 

to a high pH plume which will move out into the marl host rock formation and 

interact with it. Further, the interaction of highly alkaline waters with the organic 

matter in marl formations may release large quantities of organic carbon into solution. 

The consequences of this on radionuclide speciation and sorption will need to be 

examined at some stage. 
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3.5.2 Experimental 

To ascertain the pH buffer capacity of the marl system, standard acid and alkali titration 

methods such as those described, for example, in Jefferies u al. (1989) may be used. 

It is proposed that the marl is slurried at a 5:1 water to rock ratio using the LSM water. 

The acid titration could be carried out by adding increments of 10 to 100 meq of HCl per 

100 g of marl (depending on the CaC03 content). The alkali titration may be performed 

by adding incremental volumes of 0.01 M NaOH (or Ca(OH)2) in a similar manner. 

Preliminary experiments will define the equilibration times required between additions. 

The pH should be measured using an appropriately calibrated electrode and samples 
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should be taken for major and minor element analyses as an aid to understanding the 

specific processes involved. 

3.6 Eh Buffer Capacity 

A knowledge of the Eh buffer capacity of the marl-LSM water system enables an 

evaluation to be made of the likely conditions under which a (quasi-) equilibrium state 

with respect to Eh is maintained during the course of an experiment. In particular, this 

is of prime importance for any studies on speciation and sorption of redox sensitive 

radionuclides (e.g. actinides, Tc, Se). 

To ascertain the redox buffer capacity of the marl-LSM water system, the measurements 

should be carried out in an atmosphere controlled glove box. The method given by 

Baeyens et al. (1985) is suggested and is biiefly described below. 

The determination of redox potentials and the performance of redox titrations 

necessitates a measurement cell meeting the following requirements: 

• Coupled Eh - pH measurements since in most redox reactions both parameters 

are related. 

• Strict anaerobic conditions in the operation, preparation and transfer of the samples 

to the measuring cell. 

• Separation of reference and measurement electrodes because of the prevailing 

reducing conditions. Electrical contact is made through a KCl-saturated bridge. 

Eh electrodes having a "Metrohm" (ceramic) type diaphragm are recommended 

since they limit the contamination of the system to 2.5 - 5 ////hour. Between 

readings the bridge is lifted above the suspensions. 

• The magnetic stirrer must be powerful enough to return the settled marl into 

suspension. 

The stepwise redox titration can be carried out with I2(Iä) and/or Fe3+ (see Cathles, 

1982) as the oxidant. Marl is dispersed in the ("de-oxygenated") LSM water at a water 

to rock ratio of 5:1. This was the ratio used in the Belgian work where other ratios did 

not appear to induce significant changes. However, this should be checked for the marl-

LSM water system. Inside the glove box, the measuring cell (~ 50ml) is filled with 
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the slurry, closed, and the electrodes are connected. The stepwise titration is initated 

after the stabilisation of the redox potential. After each oxidant addition, equilibrium is 

usually attained within a few hours, but reaction periods of 24 hours are suggested. In 

the case of Boom clay, about 10 days were required to complete the redox titration. It 

is probably worthwhile to analysing the solution after the completion of these tests. 

3.7 Organics 

The presence of organic matter (OM) in the rock and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 

in solution may have extremely important consequences for the solubility and sorption 

of many radionuclides e.g. fission products, actinides. The organic matter content of 

the marl and the DOC can be measured using an instrument such as a Dohrmann DC 

180 carbon analyser. OM and DOC may have very complicated structures and their 

significance lies in their ability to form complexes with a wide range of nuclides. In this 

context their functional group capacity is an important parameter. (The coordination 

chemistry of organics (particularly humic and fulvic acids) has been discussed in detail 

in a review by Grauer (1989)) 

As stated previously, it has been estimated that something like 60 //g/g marl of DOC 

will enter into solution in rock-water interaction tests. The DOC concentration will 

therefore depend on the rock water ratio and the problem is similar to that concerning 

the soluble salts. Clearly, a "best estimate" of the DOC levels is required. Even when 

this estimate has been made the.~ remains the question of how the required levels 

are introduced into the LSM water. Clearly it would be desirable to avoid having 

to add commercially available "organics" to produce the required DOC levels in the 

experimental solutions since these may have different properties from those occuring 

naturally. The only alternative means which can be suggested, at the moment, is to 

produce solutions containing high levels of DOC via marl-LSM water interactions 

experiments carried out at high rock:water ratios. Such solutions could then be used to 

"dope" the LSM waters used in the sorption tests to the desired level. 

Although it has been stated above that DOC levels could strongly influence radionuclide 

sorption behaviour through the formation of organic complexes two factors may act to 

mitigate the influence of DOC. One is the competition for complexing sites between 

radionuclides and cations in the groundwater e.g. Fe and Ca (Fer,+ may be of particular 

importance here, see Kerndorff and Schnitzer, 1980), and the other is the presence 
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of solid OM in the marl with which radionuclides can also complex and thus become 

sorbed. Before any large programme of work is undertaken to characterise DOC it would 

seem to be worthwhile to cany out sorption scoping experiments with radionuclides 

thought likely to complex strongly with DOC in which DOC levels in the solution are 

varied in order to determine the effect on sorption. Only if the effects are found to be 

significant should further detailed studies on DOC be carried out. 
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4 Sorption Measurements 

4.1 Background 

Sorption is the general term given to various processes by which dissolved species in the 

liquid phase are transferred onto the surfaces of co-existing solids. The extent to which a 

radionuclide can sorb plays a significant role in determining both its concentration during 

migration and its migration rate in groundwater and is thus an important parameter in 

safety assessement studies. Despite its importance, and though the mechanisms of 

sorption are quite well understood on some pure mineral systems (e.g. clay minerals, 

oxides) it is fair to say, in general, that the sorption process on bulk rock samples are 

poorly understood. The difficulties encountered in justifying the application of sorption 

values obtained from small scale laboratory experiments to "real" situations are, in 

part, due to this lack of understanding. The other dimension to the problem is that the 

component of retardation experienced by migrating radionuclides arising from sorption 

will be critically influenced by the flow paths and their properties which are often poorly 

known. 

Even though the stated aims of this experimental programme are to understand sorption 

mechanisms and transport processes (or, at least, to provide demonstrably conservative 

data), the difficulties of this task should not be underestimated. Any laboratory data must 

be viewed realistically and their limitations appreciated. Judgements as to the validity of 

the data and its applicability will always be necessary. Justification of the choices made 

will depend critically on how well the system is understood. Although large quantities 

of sorption data already exist in the literature, it has often been generated under poorly 

defined conditions and in the majority of cases no interpretations of the "numbers" 

obtained are offered. The emphasis of the work proposed here will be placed on trying 

to determine and understand sorption mechanisms and thereby to evolve a basis upon 

which the quality and validity of the data can be judged in the context for which it was 

obtained. 

In order to put the subsequent proposals for experimental work into a realistic context, 

the next sections are devoted to a brief discussion of the advantages, disadvantages and 

uncertainties of the experimental techniques most widely used to generate sorption data. 
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4.2 Batch Sorption 

Batch or static type tests are, in many cases, carried out by crushing intact (matrix) 

rock and then size sorting to obtain an arbitrarily chosen size range for the experiments. 

A solution, representing a groundwater in equilibrium with the rock, is spiked with a 

radionuclide and added to the solid at some arbitrarily chosen solid to liquid ratio (S:L). 

The concentration of the radionuclide in the solution is monitored as a function of time 

until no further changes can be detected, whereupon the system is assumed to have 

reached "chemical equilibrium". 

The sorption of the radionuclide at the final concentration in the liquid phase (C/) is 

expressed as a distribution ratio (Rrf) given by: 

* - ^ ^ <s> 

where C, = initial concentration and j- is the volume of solution to mass of rock ratio. 

Many radionuclides exhibit sorption which is dependent on concentration, so called 

non-linear sorption. One of the most common ways of presenting such data is as a 

log-log plot of the quantity of radionuclide sorbed per unit mass of rock, Cfi, versus 

the concentration in solution at "equilibrium", Civ (Freundlich isotherms). A linear 

relationship is often found between these quantities in log-log space which can be 

expressed as: 

Cn = aC\v (9) 

where a and b are constants determined from the Freundlich isotherm. 

The value of the exponent, b, is iiormally greater than zero and less than or equal to 

one. If b = 1 this indicates concentration independent sorption (linear sorption). If 

b < 1, then the sorption is concentration dependent. If values > 1 are obtained, then 

this is usually indicative of processes in addition to sorption occuring simultaneously 

e.g. precipitation. From equation (9), the distribution coefficient at any concentration, 

Civ, within the measured range, can then be expressed as: 

IU = aC{iTx) (10) 
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It should be recognised that the severe disaggregation, common in such experiments, 

creates fresh fracture surfaces and damage within particles and thus generates new 

surfaces. Not only is the potential area for sorption increased above that in the intact 

rock to a degree dependent on the arbitrarily chosen particle size, but also the nature of 

some of the sorption sites (e.g. on freshly fractured surfaces) will be different from those 

existing in intact rock. The relative importance of the "new" sorption sites with respect 

to original sites is unknown. In addition, fresh fracture surfaces may undergo gradual 

weathering reactions over time periods much longer than normal experimental sorption 

test times which may lead to a time dependent sorption behaviour. These factors are 

likely to influence sorption to an unknown extent (see for example Serne and Reylea, 

1982, Bradbury and Jefferies, 1985). Generally, as might be expected, sorption increases 

with decreasing particle size for a constant L:S ratio. Furthermore, if care is not taken, 

the inital size sorting procedure can, inadvertantly, lead to mineral separation, again 

influencing sorption. Grinding of panicle against particle during shaking may generate 

sub-populations of fine particles with high surface to volume ratios which would tend 

to increase sorption with time. 

Another important experimental variable in batch tests is the L:S ratio chosen. In most 

cases, because it is impossible to work with the low L:S ratios representative of bulk 

rock, these ratios are arbitrarily chosen for experimental convenience. The depcndance 

of sorption on L.S ratios seems to be variable and is often a function of the particular 

rock used, the solution composition and the radionuclide. For example, the experimental 

observations of Meier et al. (1987) and Higgo and Rees (1986) indicate that Rd increases 

with increasing L:S ratios whereas the results of McKinley and Greenwood (1980) 

exhibit the reverse trend. Though numerous and varied hypotheses have been put 

forward to explain this behaviour none of them has been generally accepted. Indeed, 

different explanations may apply in different circumstances and these circumstances 

may be strongly linked to the particular experimental methods chosen in the batch 

tests. However, one possibility, which is being investigated in the Grimsel migration 

experiment support programme, and should be pursued in any new work on other rock 

systems, is that the answer may lie in whether the rock and groundwater used in tests are 

in "chemical equilibrium" (see section 3.1) or whether the equilibrium state is effectively 

determined by the (arbitrary) choice of L:S ratio. Sometimes, single sorption values 

obtained at different L:S ratios are compared without paying due attention to the fact 

that the sorption may be a function of concentration. The difference is ascribed to the 

difference in L:S ratio whereas the sorption isotherms need to be compared in order to 

make any definitive statements. 
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Thus, batch sorption tests on crushed (or slurried) matrix rock may yield non-

conservative sorption data. Questions then arise as to how overly optimistic such data 

may be, and how realistic or conservative data can be deduced from the results of such 

tests? Currently it is not possible to answer either of these questions. Clearly, crushed 

rock batch sorption data alone will not provide defensible sorption data suitable for use 

in safety assessment studies. In spite of the uncertainties, batch tests will be proposed 

later as part of the studies to investigate sorption. However, the results must not be 

taken, a priori, as being the relevant data needed. The general philosophy behind the 

batch tests is: 

(i) to provide relative sorption values (isotherms) for a series of radionuclides under 

well defined chemical conditions which are as realistic as practically achievable and, 

(ii) to attempt to gain an insight into sorption mechanisms in the light of the results 

from physico-chemical characterisation experiments, a detailed knowledge of the rock 

mineralogy and an understanding of how the rock and the water interact with one 

another. 

Also, in order to obtain the information needed for an understanding of sorption 

mechanisms it may be necessary to use a variety of different experimental conditions 

e.g. pH, solution composition, dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content etc. Under 

these circumstances, batch techniques, whatever their general disadvantages, are more 

appropriate and quicker than other alternative sorption methods. 

So far only sorption work concerned with (crushed) matrix material has been mentioned. 

The relevance of such measurements lies in the potentially significant retardation which 

may result from the diffusion of radionuclides into the connected pore space of the 

intact rock during migration and the subsequent sorption which takes place. 

The sorption data and water chemistries obtained for matrix material may not, however, 

be appropriate to the flow paths in fracture networks. Separate batch sorption tests on 

infill material using solutions whose chemistry has been determined from the analysis 

of groundwater samples are required. Alternatively, in a fractured system, where the 

main sorption sites are likely to be on the weathered surfaces of the fractures, static 

batch sorption tests on such surfaces would yield area sorption distribution ratios (e.g. 

Vandergraaf, 1983). The problem with such measurements may be the difficulty of 

obtaining good quality samples in sufficient quantities. Also, even in the cases where 

the uncertainties associated with crushing are largely solved or circumvented, questions 
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regarding the L:S ratio still remain. Within the near future it is unlikely that fracture 

material and groundwater chemistry data from Valanginian marl formations will be 

available, hence the work here is directed towards studies on matrix material. 

4.3 Dynamic methods 

Techniques such as (high pressure) infiltration tests and diffusion experiments 

on intact rock cores and discs are discussed under this heading (see for example 

Skagius and Neretnieks, 1982, Bradbury, 1983a, Bradbury et al. 1986 and Bischoff 

et al. 1987). Crushed rock column tests ("once-through" or re-circulation) also come 

into this catagory but they have the same inherent uncertainties as previously discussed 

for the static crushed rock tests plus additional problems mainly associated with the 

characterisation of the column and kinetic effects. Therefore, it is considered that there 

are no advantages to be gained from such experiments and they will not be discussed 

further. 

The main advantages perceived for dynamic methods, as compared with crushed rock 

batch tests, are that the uncertainties associated with crushing and the effects of L:S 

ratio are avoided and that the matrix rock is investigated in an as undisturbed state 

as is practically achievable, implying that sorption will be taking place on the natural 

internal pore surfaces of the rock. Also, infiltration experiments (and diffusion tests) 

can be performed on rock cores containing natural fissures so that sorption occurs on 

the "undisturbed" fissure surfaces and infill material present (see Bischoff et al. 1987, 

Hadermann and Jakob, 1987). 

An important point to remember concerning dynamic experiments of any kind is that 

they do not measure sorption directly. Rather, the results reflect the retardation the 

radionuclide has experienced during its migration through the sample. This retardation 

is influenced by sorption, amongst other factors. Dynamic processes such as diffusion 

into the internal pore space available in the crushed material may also influence the 

results from batch tests. "Sorption kinetics" may, at least in part, be explicable in terms 

of such a mechanism. 

In order to extract sorption values of the results of dynamics tests, the retardation 

measurements (breakthrough curves) need tobe interpreted using a mathematical model. 

The interpretation of the data (including the sorption values deduced) may be very 

strongly dependent upon the particular model chosen (see for example Smith, 1989). 
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Though, in general, dynamic experiments on intact rock samples can be viewed as 

being more representative of the "real" situation than crushed rock tests, and therefore 

potentially capable of delivering more relevant (conservative) data, they too suffer from 

problems and uncertainties. A brief summary of some of the difficulties is given below. 

Any experiments on consolidated intact rocks have the inherent uncertainly 

that irreversible changes in the pore structure and micro-fracturing may have occured 

during sampling due to the removal of the overburden pressure. If micro-fracturing 

occurs throughout the sample and is interconnected, then additional flow/diffusion paths 

will be introduced into the sample. If the quantity of introduced flow/diffusion paths 

are comparable to or greater than those already existing in the natural material, then 

diffusion rates and permeabilities will be overestimated. Such effects are very difficult 

to quantify. It is unlikely that the application of confining pressures equivalent to or 

even greater than, the overburden pressure can guarantee the closure of stress relaxation 

induced micro-iractures in consolidated material. 

Depending on the pore structure of a particular rock, the use of relatively thin specimens 

(cm) may cause some pores to be converted from non-conducting ("dead-end pores") 

to conducting ones (Bradbury and Green, 1986). Taking the above two points together 

makes it likely that laboratory permeabilities and diffusion rates will be overestimates 

of "in situ" values. 

Diffusion measurements, even with relatively weakly sorbing species, will involve long 

experimental times. (For strongly sorbing radionuclides, the times may be so long 

that the experiments become impractical.) Disc samples for diffusion (and infiltration) 

tests must be prepared in some way and this will result in sawn or abraded surfaces 

coming into contact with radionuclide containing solutions. These external "man-made" 

surfaces may have different sorption properties from the internal pore surfaces. In 

such experiments this is probably unimportant on the high concentration side, where 

concentrations are often held constant, but on the measurement side, sorption effects on 

the sawn surface may distort the concentration versus time profiles from which diffusion 

coefficients and distribution ratios are calculated. (This will be the case particularly 

where sorption on the sawn surface is concentration dependent.) Modelling will be 

essential to the interpretation of the results from dynamic tests, especially since there 

is strong evidence that most of the safety relevant radionuclides exhibit concentration 

dependent sorption. 

In infiltration tests, particularly when carried out at high differential pressures, changes 
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in the internal pore structure may occur, detachment of pore coating material or particles 

in the water could lead to a reduction in permeability with time due to pore blocking 

(Bradbury, 1983b and Bischoff et al. 1987), while the flushing out of pore-coating 

material may result in increased permeabilities (Bradbury, 1983b). Changing flow rates 

with time may thus occur in infiltration tests. An additional problem may arise if 

the infiltration water is not in chemical equilibrium with the rock. Precipitation and/or 

dissolution reactions occuring within the internal pore space could change permeabilities. 

Precipitation reactions, in particular, could lead to rapid reductions in permeabilities. 

In experiments where sorbing tracers are used, sorption kinetics may play a significant 

role in determining tracer breakthrough times and the form of the breakthrough curve 

from which sorption parameters are deduced. Ideally, experiments should be designed 

so that transit times are sufficiently long to ensure that equilibrium has been attained 

(Bradbury et al. 1986). In practice, fulfilling this criteria may be difficult and involve 

long experimental times although at least in the case where the transit time is insufficient 

for equilibrium to be attained, the retardation measured will be conservative. 

Viewed on a repository scale, the sizes of samples used in laboratory experiments are 

extremely small. Questions of scaling and the representativeness of the data then arise. 

No clear cut answers are available, but the use of several different types of samples 

representing the range of mineralogical heterogeneity expected in the formation may 

yield at least partial answers. 

Thus it may be appreciated that the techniques available have their advantages and 

disadvantages. No single method appears capable of providing data which could 

be classified as either conservative or defensible. Consequently, an approach is 

suggested whereby a number of different techniques, plus supporting investigations and 

measurements such as those mentioned previously, are used. The emphasis should lie 

in designing experiments which could advance understanding and not in experiments 

which just provide "numbers". As may be appreciated from the above, there is no 

clear cut methodology definable at the moment which is capable of providing the fully 

defensible sorption data needed. In many respects, the lack of a clearly defined way 

forward reflects a basically poor understanding of sorption in the inherently complex 

natural rock-water systems. 
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5 Suggested Outline of Experimental Procedures for 
Crushed Rock Batch Sorption Tests. 

5.1 Liquid to Solid Ratios and Rock Quantities 

The aim of the rock-water interaction experiments described in section 3 is to produce 

a LSM water in which the major water chemistry is in equilibrium with the rock at any 

liquid to solid ratio. Under the condition that the rock and water are in "equilibrium" it 

is anticipated that sorption results for variable solid to liquid ratios, within a reasonable 

range, should lie on the same isotherm i.e. sorption is independent of the solid to 

liquid ratio chosen. This should be tested (see section 5.3) and irrespective of whether 

this conclusion proves to be true or false, some ratio needs to be chosen. In either 

case, the choice can be made on the basis of experimental convenience. However, 

any judgements made as to the general validity and defensibility of the sorption data 

obtained and our understanding of the system behaviour will be strongly dependent on 

the outcome of the variable solid to liquid ratio tests. 

It Is common practice to take ~ 5 ml aliquots for counting, and given that it would 

be prudent to retain the option of at least one repeat sampling and still leave the 

rock completely covered, the volume of solution required for batch tests will be > 

10ml. Since it is planned to conduct experiments in atmosphere controlled glove boxes, 

and it is desirable to maximise the number of experiments which can be performed 

simultaneously, then solid to liquid ratios should be chosen with space requirements 

and total activity levels in mind. If a solid to liquid ratio of between ~ 1:5 and ~ 1:10 

and a mass of crushed rock of 2 to 4 g (which is easily manipulated) are chosen then 

this implies a volume of 20 to 40 ml of spiked solution per test which would allow 

repeat samplings if required. Volumes and masses of this order would require relatively 

small reaction bottles of 30 - 40 ml which are commercially available in thick walled 

polypropylene or polyethylene. Both of these materials exhibit very low wall sorption, 

but this should nevertheless be checked for each radionuclide used. 

5.2 Phase Separation 

Particulate and colloidal material is almost invariably present in suspension in the liquid 

phase and sorption can occur on this suspended matter. The method chosen for phase 
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separation can be the decisive factor determining the values of sorption measured 

experimentally (see for example, Higgo and Rees, 1986). Generally, there are two 

basic methods available for phase separation, (ultra) filtration and centrifugation. Each 

method has its associated problems. 

In centrifugation the size cut-off is not well defined and there may be a suspended 

particle size gradient existing within the liquid phase. This gradient may tend to 

homogenize with time through Brownian motion and therefore the time at which 

sampling takes place and the position within the liquid from which the sample is 

taken after centrifugation may have a significant and variable influence on the measured 

activities (Berry, pers. comm.). An additional problem is that centrifuges capable of 

sedimenting colloid sized particles will be too large to house in glove boxes. 

Filter membranes are available in a wide variety of forms, materials and nominal particle 

cut-off sizes. Filters with a pore size of ~ lOnm were recommended previously (section 

3.1) and can be used in conjuction with a centrifuge housed in the glove box. Anything 

which passed through them can be taken as being in "solution" by definition (see section 

3.1). Such filters block easily, and a series of filtrations through a range of filters with 

decreasing pore sizes is normally required. The problems here, of course, are sorption 

on the filters and on the collection vessels and also the possibility that DOC is delivered 

to the solutions from the filter. (The filter material should be chosen carefully.) 

An alternative approach is to ensure phase separation at the outset of the experiments 

by using dialysis membrane bags. Briefly, this method consists of sealing a weighed 

quantity of crushed rock plus a known volume of LSM water in a prepared dialysis 

bag containing an inert gas pocket. The spiked solution is then added to the container 

holding the bag so that the latter is fully submerged. The pore diameter of the dialysis 

bag is ~ 2nm and allows the free passage of ions across the interface while retaining 

within the bag any particles or colloids. 

Besides the obvious advantage of avoiding the need for phase separation at the end of 

the tests, two additional advantages are apparant: 

(i) At the end of the experiment some bags could be opened and the water within 

filtered through a series of filters with decreasing pores ;,izes to determine the 

radionuclide distribution between suspended particles in different size ranges. 

(ii) For desorption tests, the bag is simply removed from the spiked solution at the 
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end of the sorotion test and placed in a container with a measured volume of 

the LSM water. Again no phase separation before or after the desorption test is 

required. (The volume of active solution carried over into the desorption test can 

be determined by a weighing procedure). 

Care must be taken in setting up the dialysis bags in order to avoid unnecessary kinetic 

effects in rock-water interaction and sorption test due to poor bag geometry which can 

give rise to inadequate mixing and sedimentation in the system. The quantity of water 

added to the crushed rock should be sufficient to form a free flowing slurry. A gas 

pocket occupying about 20 % of the bag volume and a taut "sausage" shape geometry 

coupled with slow end over end shaking should ensure that the mixing is gentle and 

continuous. 

However, there are some uncertainties associated with their use, particularly if long 

term tests are envisaged, which need to be investigated. 

(a) Sorption of the bags. This is not seen as a major problem since it can be 

determined in blank tests. 

(b) Mechanical stability 

(c) Chemical degradation of the bags in groundwaters producing an increasing DOC 

content in the solutions with time. The higher the pH, the more likely this is to 

become a problem. 

(d) In extended tests, microbiological degradation of the cellulose material of the 

bags may occur. 

In summary, dialysis bags appear to be an attractive option for use in batch sorption 

tests although their appropriateness in long term experiments may, however, be in doubt. 

The type of experiments may be the deciding factor as to whether bags are useful or 

not. In view of the above, the development of reliable and well characterised filtration 

techniques for use instead of, or in parallel with, dialysis bags is unavoidable. 

5.3 Outline of Experimental Schemes 

Sorption/desorption experiments need to be designed with the following factors in mind: 

"kinetics", concentration dependency and the influence of experimental variables such 
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as S:L ratio, particle size, ionic strength, DOC levels etc. Variation of parameters such 

as ionic strength, DOC levels and pH might be necessary to obtain a better mechanistic 

understanding of the sorption process. (The effect of such variables are likely to be 

nuclide and rock specific.) 

The main purpose of the "kinetic" tests is to determine when "equilibrium" has been 

attained. The working definition of "equilibrium", in this context, is when the solution 

shows no significant activity changes over a period of several days. Though surface 

reaction rates and diffusion rates into, and sorption onto, pore surfaces within particles 

can be regarded as real kinetic effects determining the rate of sorption, it is unlikely that 

any significant conclusion can be drawn from the "kinetics" measured in batch sorption 

tests since experimental factors such as particle size distribution, agitation procedures, 

possible "weathering" reactions during the experiment etc. will also play a role and it 

is difficult to deconvolute real and experimental "kinetic" effects. 

"Kinetic" tests are best performed in one experiment as a function of time rather than 

using a series of similar tests in which each is sampled only once at different times. In 

the case where sampled aliquots can be returned to the reaction vessel after counting, 

changes in the S:L ratio will be minimal. "Sampling and returning" is possible where 

7-counting is performed but not where activities are determined by /3-scintillation 

methods. Where experiments are performed in a controlled atmosphere and counting is 

done outside the glove box, "sampling and returning" would be ill-advised for obvious 

reasons. In any event, changes in S.L ratio can be maintained within a reasonable range 

(say ± 10%) by the choice of the spiked solution volume. For example, consider that 

the S:L ratio chosen is 1:10, 5ml samples are required for counting and 10 time points 

are needed to define the "kinetics". Then, if the "kinetic" tests are arranged such that 

25 g of material are contacted with 275 ml of spiked solution then the initial S:L ratio is 

1:11 and after ten 5ml aliquots have been taken the ratio is 1:9 i.e. the experiment will 

have been carried out with a S:L ratio of 1:10 ± 10%. Such an overall change in the 

S.L ratio should not have a significant effect even if the sorption is dependent on this 

ratio. Also it should not be forgotten that the main purpose of these experiments is to 

determine the time needed for "equilibrium". Other sorption tests should be carried out 

in parallel with the "kinetic" tests and these should be sampled only after "equilibrium" 

is indicated by the "kinetic" tests. 

The S:L ratio and particle size (range) are experimental factors which have already been 

described as having an influence on sorption and as such should be investigated. 
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However, the aim is not to investigate these per se, but rather to find means of 

eliminating or understanding quantitatively the dependency so that the data can be 

interpreted and applied to in situ conditions. Also, preliminary experiments should be 

carried out to determine the likely variability arising from sample to sample differences. 

A suggested scheme for batch sorption tests is given in Table 3, using as an example a 

multiple tracer experiment consisting of three radionuclides with well resolvable decay 

energies and having different concentration ranges. In experiments where attempts are 

being made to elucidate sorption mechanisms, then, for obvious reasons, tests using 

only one radionuclide are more appropriate. Multi-tracer experiment may be required 

at a later stage to check on competition effects between radionuclides. If the sorption 

"kinetics" for the different radionuclides are different then it is clear that the sampling 

time schedule will be determined by the radionuclide with the slowest "kinetics". This 

should be apparent after the first 3 or 4 samples have been taken. Batch tests should 

be carried out in quadruplicate. Two of them can be sampled after the "kinetic" tests 

indicate "equilibrium" and the other two stored for a period of, say, twice as long before 

sampling to check on any longer term effects. 

Table 3: Suggested scheme for batch sorption tests (see text for details) 
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* Multiple tracer sorption; three radionuclides A, B, C carried out in different 
concentration ranges i.e. C^ to Cz,A, C,/j to Cr,B and C\C to C5c 
IEQBM - t'mc to "equlibrium" 
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Desorption tests should be carried out on samples only after they have reached 

"equilibrium" in the sorption tests. The procedure for desorption tests is relatively 

simple when dialysis bags are used and has been briefly described previously. If dialysis 

bags are not used, then a phase separation procedure will need to be developed. 

To check the dependency of sorption (desorption) on S:L ratio, it should be sufficient 

to perform quadruplicate tests at the highest and lowest concentrations used in the 

previously described batch tests at S:L ratios of say, less than 1:5 and at ~ 1:20. A 

good indication of times to "equilibrium" for these tests will be given by the "kinetic" 

experiments in the main series. The purpose of quadruplicate tests is the same as given 

previously. 

Desorption tests are an important part of this work since they give indications as to 

whether any sorption is irreversible. Even if only a relatively small fraction of the overall 

sorption can be shown to be irreversible this has extremely important consequences 

for radionuclide migration and thus for safety assessment. However, unambiguously 

proving that a nuclide has irreversibly sorbed is difficult. In order to be able to make 

such a statement it is almost certainly necessary to understand the mechanism. 

5.4 Radionuclide Tracers 

Radionuclide tracers are normally obtained from the suppliers as relatively low 

concentration solutions stabilised in acid. These source solutions are designated "with 

carrier" or "carrier free". In both cases the corresponding stable element is present 

but, in the latter case, its concentration is many orders of magnitude lower than in the 

former. 

As a general principle it is better, where possible, to order high specific activity 

source solutions i.e. "carrier free". These will give the widest flexibility in choosing 

concentration ranges for sorption tests. As the source solution is usually only 1 - 2 ml, 

dilution of all or part of it in the LSM water, followed by checks on pH and adjustment 

if necessary (see section 3.5), facilitates handling. It is essential to check the stability 

of this spiked solution under experimental conditions (especially for redox sensitive 

tracers). If the spiked solution is stable, then it is likely that all other subsequent 

(diluted) solutions will also be stable. (This is true as far as precipitation is concerned, 

but sorption on the walls of containers may be different at different concentrations). 

The volume of the spiked solution and its activity should be chosen such that sufficient 
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solution is available to cover the concentration ranges chosen for all the experiments in 

any series of test. 

The radionuclides given in Table 4 have been suggested on the basis of their relatively 

simple chemistry and the availability of comparable data in the open literature rather 

than their priority ranking in the list of radionuclides important for safety assessment. In 

the initial phase of the work it will be essential to build up "know how" and confidence 

in the experimental procedures adopted and in the interpretation of the data. It seems 

reasonable to do this starting with radionuclides which have simple chemistries. During 

the time such work is being carried out, preparation for subsequent experiments on the 

more "critical" and chemically complex radionuclides can be done e.g. establishment 

of redox conditions and their stability, stability of spiked solutions under chosen redox 

conditions, solubility limits, counting methods, detection limits etc. 

Table 4: Radionuclides for sorption tests (Phase 1) 

Radionuclide 

1-125 
Cs-134* 
Ni-63 

Half-Life 

597d 
206y 
lOOy 

Decay 
mode 

7 
7 
ß 

Main 
Peak 

Energy 
(keV) 

35 
790 
67 

* Cs-134 is suggested because of its high specific activity. However, Cs-137 may be 

more appropriate for multiple tracer sorption tests because of its "cleaner" spectrum. 
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6 Infiltration Tests 

6.1 Introduction 

Basically, infiltration techniques consist of applying a pressure gradient across a confined 

intact core in order to force a spiked solution through it. The measured breakthrough 

curve is then interpreted in terms of concepts and models for the transport processes 

together with experimentally determined data such as sample dimensions, permeability, 

pressure gradient, dynamic porosity etc. It should not be forgotten that the interpretation 

and conclusions drawn from such tests may be strongly dependent on the particular 

model applied. Quite often the model contains parameters which are not, or cannot, be 

measured directly, e.g. dispersion, and values for these are generally obtained on the 

basis of a "best fit" procedure. The quality of the model and the validity of the model 

concepts can only be judged in the context of how well the results can be interpreted 

in terms of a consistent picture which can be generally applied and which does not 

contradict any other known data for the system. 

The infiltration experiments carried out at PSI to date have been biased towards tests on 

granodiorite cores containing natural fractures (Bischoff et al. 1987). The tracers have 

been injected as delta pulses and the main purpose of the experiments has tended towards 

a "verification" exercise for transport codes developed for modelling the far-field 

migration of radionuclides in fractured media (Hadermann and Jakob, 1987). 

The approach suggested here represents a slight shift in emphasis in that the core 

samples are unfractured matrix material and the main purpose of the tests will be to 

extract sorption data from the breakthrough curves. The main differences lie in the form 

of the tracer input, a step or "top hat" instead of a pulse, and the post test examination 

which forms an important and integral part of the experiments (see next section). 

Sorption data obtained from intact, relatively undisturbed samples, where sorption is 

taking place predominatly on the internal pore surfaces, and crushed (or slurried) rock 

batch sorption data, where sorption may be influenced to a greater extent by the fracture 

surfaces introduced by crushing, will be compared. Intuitively, it is anticipated that 

intact rock will tend to yield the more conservative data, even if fractured surfaces play 

no role in sorption, since a fraction of the total porosity may consist of "dead-end" pores 

which can only be reached by diffusion and some portion of this fraction may not be 

reached on the timescale of the measurements. If there are significant discrepancies in 
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the sorption data from these two methods then it will be an important task to determine 

the reason(s) and to explain the differences. Clearly, it is hoped that the sorption data 

from crushed rock tests can be reconciled with those from other methods since the batch 

method is still, relatively, the easiest, quickest and most convenient means of obtaining 

large quantities of data under a variety of conditions. (One possible means whereby 

sorption data from intact rock tests could be related to those from crushed rock tests in 

suggested in section 8). 

Finally, it is important to realise that the infiltration tests proposed here complement 

the current tests on fractured core samples and it is highly desirable that both types 

of experiments should be carried out in parallel. The two sorts of experiments are 

examining different aspects of migration. Experiments on intact cores (or crushed matrix 

material) are looking at the sorption properties of matrix material whereas infiltration 

tests on cores containing natural fractures (or batch tests on fracture infill material) are 

aimed at determining sorption taking place within the fracture itself. Data from the 

two types of experiment should not be mixed i.e. sorption values obtained on crushed 

matrix material should not be used as input data to model migration within fractures, 

unless there are defensible reasons for doing so. Finally, essentially similar models, 

but with different input parameters, will be used to interpret results from both sorts of 

infiltration tests. 

6.2 Background 

In infiltration experiments on most types of rock, it will be necessary to use mechanically 

confined samples in pressure cells. The reasons for this are twofold. First, it is 

generally necessary to be able to perform experiments on a reasonable time scale and, 

because matrix material from potential host rock types tends to have low permeabilities, 

high pressure gradients are required to force sorbing radionuclides through the sample. 

Secondly, the ability to impose confining pressures on a sample which are comparable 

with those existing in situ is intrinsically desirable since experiments are then performed 

under "realistic" pressure conditions. Mechanically confining the sample has ihe 

additional advantage of preventing, or at least significantly hindering, any tendency 

the specimen may have to disaggregate or change its geometrical form or pore structure 

during experiments. This consideration may be particularly important for clay rich 

materials, where the possibility exists for certain clay minerals to swell. Even if the 

mineralogical data indicates a low swelling potential, designing the experimental set-up 
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to avoid any remote possibility of swelling and its unknown consequences would seem to 

be prudent. (The argument given above applies equally well to diffusion experiments). 

One of the main potential problems with infiltration tests is "kinetics". 

Broadly speaking, kinetic effects may result from two principle causes, namely sorption 

kinetics and diffusion into "dead-end" porosity linked to the dynamic porosity. The 

effects of both are strongly linked to the experimental conditions, particularly the flow 

velocity and contact time in the dynamic porosity, and could significantly influence the 

form of the breakthrough curves and thereby any sorption parameters deduced from 

them. The absence of "equilibrium" or steady state sorption during the experiment 

results in a reduced retardation of the radionuclide and hence an underestimate of the 

sorption from analyses of the breakthrough curves. A further consequence of sorption 

kinetics may be that the "tail" of the breakthrough curve may be enhanced over and 

above that expected on the basis of the sorption calculated from an analysis of the rising 

edge of the breakthrough curve since the radionuclides contributing to the trailing edge 

of the curve will have experienced longer contact times with the rock and therefore 

could be sorbed more strongly. 

If the material can be described as having dual porosity i.e. a dynamic porosity 

component and a linked "dead-end" porosity component making up the total porosity 

(see Figure 4), then a "kinetic" effect will arise through the diffusion of radionuclides 

from the dynamic porosity into the "dead-end" porosity. The influence of this process 

on the breakthrough curve will depend strongly on the proportion of "dead-end" pores, 

on their geometry i.e. whether the pores are short or long and, again, the contact time 

of the radionuclides in the dynamic porosity. 

A number of consequences may be drawn from this brief discussion. A parametric 

modelling study of relatively simple model concepts for the system would be very useful 

in order to obtain some first information on the interplay, relative importance and effect 

of the processes on the form of the breakthrough curve. The results from such a study 

would help to define optimum experimental conditions for these tests and also identify 

key parameters for the system which should be measured, if this is possible. Even at 

this early stage it is reasonably clear that flow velocities and contact times of the step 

or "top hat" inputs may be critical and these parameters should be varied. How critical 

and in what range they need to be varied remain open questions but some indications 

may hopefully be obtained from the modelling studies. As regards the question of pore 

structure, it may be possible to derive estimates of the fractional distribution of the 
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total porosity between dynamic and "dead-end" porosities and also the averaged pore 

hydrodynamic radius (see for example: Hemmingway et al. 1983; Bradbury, 1983a). 

Whether it is necessary to have detailed information on pore size distributions, from, 

for example, high pressure mercury intrusion porosimetry measurements, remains open. 

Nevertheless, such a method may be a useful additional characterisation technique. It is 

unlikely that any direct data on "dead-end" pore length distributions will be available 

and estimates of "reasonable ranges" will probably have to be assumed in the modelling 

studies. 

Dead-end 
pores 

Granite 
section 

Cut at A 

Through 
transport 

pores 

Increased through 
transport porosity 
(Sample size and 
pore geometry 
effect.) 

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the "through transport" or dynamic porosity and 
"dead-end" porosity. The dead-end pores may exhibit a length and aperture distribution. 
"Dead-end" porosity can be converted into dynamic porosity by the sample preparation 
process (Bradbury and Green, 1986) 
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If the experimental conditions can be arranged such that equilibrium between the 

radionuclide and solid phase is shown to be a reasonable assumption after a certain 

time with a step input, then two possibilities are available to obtain further information. 

The step input can be "switched off and the gradual fall of the output concentration 

with time from its steady state plateau level could be monitored. This approach relies 

on the modelling of the "tail" to provide further interpretation and data on the system 

behaviour. Ideally, when the experiments have been performed under "equilibrium" 

conditions, the same parameters used to model the breakthrough should also be valid 

for the "tail". There is the possibility here of predicting the concentration-time curve 

for the "tail" before the actual measurements are made. This would be a very searching 

test for the model and our understanding of the system. 

Alternatively, the experiment could be terminated once "equilibrium" had been reached. 

(Only the rising edge of the breakthrough curve would be available for modelling.) The 

procedure then would be to remove the sample, drill a series of sub-cores parallel to the 

flow direction and section each sub-core into as many slices perpendicular to the core 

axis as possible. Each slice (say, 13 mm diameter and ~ 1mm thick) would then be 

dissolved in a strong acid solution and the activity measured to determine the sorption 

profile through the sample (see for example Bradbury et al. 1986). The sorption profile 

predicted from modelling should be in accord with the measured one; again a good test 

of the model. The procedure of sub-coring, sectioning, dissolution and activity measure

ments is by far the better of the two options discussed above when the aim is to compare 

sorption values from intact rock tests with those from crushed rock batch experiments. 

Additional measurements such as autoradiography of the slices or of longitudinally 

sectioned sub-cores might also yield useful information i.e. on the activity associated 

with particular mineral phases (e.g. Bischoff et al. 1987). Another possibility is to 

determine radionuclide profiles in core samples by grinding (e.g. Ittner et al. 1988). It 

should be remembered, however, that any coring or slicing procedure is likely to smear 

radionuclides across cut surfaces and also, possibly, to leach out radionuclides since 

water is normally used as a lubricating medium for these procedures. Because of the 

latter, sectioning methods are likely, if anything, to underestimate sorption and, again, 

tend to produce conservative values. (Non-destructive activity profile determinations 

of sub-cored samples such as -/-scanning (for example, see Nykyri, 1987), might also 

be considered as a possibly useful technique). Finally, confidence in the experimental 

techniques, procedure and measurements as well as in the model concepts and modelling 

needs to be built up. It is therefore suggested that the initial experiments should be 

carried out using a relatively weakly sorbing tracer with a linear sorption isotherm 
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together with a non-sorbing tracer. 

6.3 Experimental Set-Up and Considerations on Experimental Con
ditions 

As stated previously, the model concepts and modelling work applied to the experimental 

data will play a decisive role in the interpretation of the results. It is not the aim here 

to go into any details of this area since some reports have already been published (e.g. 

Hadermann and Jakob, 1987; Jakob et al. 1989, Smith, 1989). Instead, a relatively 

straightforward experimental set up will be described and simple model concepts applied 

in order to obtain first estimates of the sort of experimental conditions needed and the 

likely time scales required. 

A suggested experimental set up is shown schematically in Figure 5. The sample, in 

its holder, separates the high pressure infiltration celi into two halves. One half is 

pressurised via a high pressure pump fed from a reservoir. The pressurised half cell is 

in turn linked back to the reservoir through a high pressure bleed valve. The pressure 

in the cell is measured by a suitable device (not shown) and is set by adjustments to 

the flow rate of the pump and the outflow through the bleed valve. The intention is 

that a constant pressure is attained in the cell half at the same time as allowing a closed 

circuit flow between the pressurise! cell half and the reservoir to be set up so that 

the step input function is held at a constant concentration. A reservoir is necessary to 

keep input concentrations constant since sorption and flow through the sample both tend 

to reduce the concentration contacting the sample. The concentration of tracer in the 

non-pressurised reservoir can be monitored throughout the experiment and adjusted as 

necessary. 

Under the pressure gradient, the tracer solution is forced through the sample, where 

sorption takes place, to emerge into the measurement half cell which is completely 

filled with a volume, V, of solution. The arriving tracer solution is rapidly mixed in 

this volume V and since the half cell is completely full initially, the volume of solution 

displaced into the collection vessel in a certain time interval is equivalent to the volume 

which has been forced through the sample. The activity of the solution in the collection 

vessel gives C(t), and the volume collected over a time t, gives the flow rate from which 

the permeability can be calculated. Thus, concentrations, flow rates and permeabilities 

can be monitored as a function of time. 
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of an experimental set up for an infiltration test. 

Consider in an infiltration experiment with a step input the simplest possible model 

concept for the transport of radionuclides through the sample i.e. 

(i) Darcian flow, 

(ii) no significant effects due to dispersion, 

(iii) concentration independant sorption; rapid sorption kinetics, 

(iv) a single value for the porosity i.e. the dynamic porosity, with no influence of 

dead-end pores on the radionuclide transport. 

(v) the sample behaves as a homogeneous porous medium. 

These conditions will lead to plug flow through the specimen for a radionuclide spiked 

solution. The volume flow rates, Q, through the sample is then given by: 

0 = M A- // A (H) 
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where p = pressure head of water (m) 
/ = sample thickness (m) 
k = hydraulic conductivity (m s - 1 ) 

H = hydraulic gradient 
A - surface area of sample (m2) 
Q -- volume flow rate (m3 s_ 1) 

The breakthrough time, tB, for a linearly sorbing species can be expressed as (Bradbury 

et al. 1986): 

tB = -v-TH (12) 

where a = ed + pRd 

ed = dynamic porosity 
p = rock density (kg m - 3 ) 

Rd = distribution ratio (m3 kg-1) 

For an experimental arrangement such as that shown in Figure 5 a mass balance equation 

can be written for the volume, V, on the low pressure side of the cell, once steady state 

has been obtained. (For the plug flow conditions assumed here, steady state is reach 

after a time, tB, when the step input has traversed the specimen and the concentration 

of the spiked solution entering the measurement cell is Cj, the input concentration.) 

dC 
V-^- = QCi - QCt (t > tB) (13) 

where: QC\ is the flux into the measurement cell 
QCt is the flux out of the measurement cell into the collection vessel 

dC 
V—^r- represents the accumulation rate in the measurement cell 

Ct equals the nuclide concentration at any time t (t > tß) in the 
measurement cell. 

If the initial concentration in the measurement cell at t = 0 is zero, then: 

Ct = Cy ( l - « p ( - | 0 ) (14) 

or 

WM' 
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Therefore a plot of In (G'(JL') against t is linear with slope - $ from which "Q" can 

be determined. Using the averaged flow rate obtained in this way, the permeability 

of the specimen can be calculated from equation (11). These values, derived from 

concentration measurements, can be compared with the volume measurements made 

during the course of the experiments to check the consistency of the data. 

At early times, when Ct < C i , equation (15) simplifies to: 

Q (16) 

For t > tß, a plot of Ct vs t will be linear and the breakthrough time tg (equation 

(12)) can be obtained from the intercept on the Arne axis. In practice, dispersion effects 

are likely to influence the measurements so that there will be a transient part to the 

curve before steady state is reached (Figure 6). The breakthrough time, tg, can then 

be obtained from the intercept on the time axis of the extrapolated linear region (see 

Figure 6.) 

Ct V 
A(C,-C t) 

tB(non) tB(sorb) 
Time 

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the breakthrough curves for a non-sorbing and 
sorbing species for the experimental arrangement given in Figure 5. 
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In this relatively simple approach the intercept on the time axis, tß, can be used to 

estimate dynamic porosities (non-sorbing species) and Revalues (sorbing species). 

For a non-sorbing species, where Rj = 0, equation (12) can be re-arranged to yield the 

dynamic porosity: 
k H tB{non) 

cd = -. (U) 

For a sorbing species with a linear distribution ratio of Rd, a similar re-arrangement of 

equation (12) gives: 

Rd = * H tB,{S0rb) - e-± (18) 

In most rock systems the term ^ in equation (18) can be ignored since the porosity will 

contribute little to the breakthrough time in comparison with effects due to sorption. 

However, in cases where a nominally non-sorbing tracer is being used to estimate 

dynamic porosities from breakthrough times (equation (17)) it should not be forgotten 

that very weak sorption (lower than measurable in batch sorption tests) can distort this 

measurement, particulary in cases where the sample porosity is small. For example, if 

a rock with a porosity of, say, 5% and a density of 2.5 x 103 kg m - 3 is considered, 

the Rd value need only be 2 x 10"s m3 kg -1 in order for the sorption to contribute as 

much as the porosity to the magnitude of the intercept on the time axis and thus lead 

to an overestimate in the porosity by a factor of two when equation (17) is applied. 

The measurement limit for sorption by the batch technique is likely to be no better than 

~ 10"4 m3 kg -1 and thus a radionuclide which sorbs less than this would appear to be 

non-sorbing but would nevertheless make a significant contribution to tB. 

A further point worth bearing in mind is that "dead-volumes" in the system can be 

significant in comparison with the dynamic pore volume of the sample and it is often 

difficult to obtain an accurate measure of this "dead-volume". In infiltration tests where 

relatively small volumes of material are used and where the sample porosities are low, 

the "dead-volume" corrections which need to be applied can be very large indeed. This 

may be a major source of error in such experiments. 

Finally it is worthwhile estimating the likely time scales for infiltration tests, taking marl 

as an example. The limited data available on the permeability properties of Valanginian 

marls come from the work of Bischoff et al. (1987). From these measurements it 

appears that the hydraulic conductivity of the marl, perpendicular to the bedding, is 

~ 4 x 10~15 m s_1, and parallel to the bedding, the initial value was 2xl0~13 m s_1 

falling to 4 x 10~H m s_1 at the end of the experiment after ~ 240 hrs. 
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Taking the following values from Bischoff et al. (1987). 

k = 4 x 10"14 m s_1 (parallel to bedding after 240 hrs) 

p = 2200 m pressure head of water 
/ = 1.9 10~2 m 
td = 2xl0"3 

p = 2.6xl03kgm-3 

The transit time for a non-sorbing species is, from equation (12) with Rd = 0: 

** -tf 
~ 8.2 x 103 s 

~ 2.3 hrs. 

Sorbing radionuclides with linear distribution ratios of 10~3, 10"2 and 10_1 m3 kg -1 

will have estimated breakthrough times of 3xl03 hours (0.34 yrs), 3x10' hours (3.4 yrs) 

and 3xl05 hours (34 yrs). It is unlikely that a significant reduction in transit times can be 

achieved by increasing the pressures because of pressure limitations on the equipment. 

The maximum decrease in sample thickness is probably only a factor of 2 which implies 

a reduction in the transit time by a factor of ~ 4. (Even for a thickness of 1.9xl0~2m 

there may be some doubts about the representativeness of such samples to bulk rock; 

e.g. see Figure 4 and Bradbury and Green, 1986). 

Clearly, even for relatively weakly sorbing species, the transit times have become very 

large. These estimates are critically dependent on the hydraulic conductivity and the 

dynamic porosity values, and before any decision can be made as to the practicality of 

performing infiltration tests with sorbing species on marl matrix samples, more precise 

information on these parameters is needed. 
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7 Diffusion - Sorption Experiments on Intact Rock 
Samples 

In a typical experimental set-up, samples in the form of discs are sealed within a 

cell which is part of an experimental arrangement such as that shown schematically in 

Figure 7. 

Diffusion 

— L 

Measured 
Concentration 
Ct 
Volume, V 

Area, A 

Reservoir 
Concentration 
Co (constant) 

X=L X = 0 
Rock 

sample 

Measurement 
cell 

concentration 
C ( t ) 

Reservoir 

Spiked solution 
concentration 
C Q (constant) 

Figure 7: Schematic representation of the equipment for a diffusion test 

Single-, or multiple-spiked solutions are continuously circulated from the reservoir past 

one face of the sample. Sorption and transport through the rock will tend to reduce 

the source concentration which, for analytical and interpretation reasons, should be held 

constant. This can be achieved by monitoring the concentration in the reservoir and 

adjusting the spike concentration as required. The evolution of the concentration in the 

measurement compartment is followed as a function of time. 

A simple theory and method of analysis for diffusion-sorption experiments where trans

port is through the aqueous phase in a porous medium have been described previously 

(Bradbury et al, 1982). Briefly, the diffusion equation: 

n d2C dC 
(19) 

dx2 dt 

for a porous rock of thickness "/", initially at zero concentration, in contact with a 

constant source concentration C] at x = 0 and concentration Ct = 0 for all t at x = / 
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can be solved (e.g. see Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). Practically, since concentrations 

in the measurement cell must be determined, an approximation to the latter boundary 

condition is made i.e. Ct = 0 at t = 0 and Ct « Ci(Ct ~ 0) for t > 0. The total 

quantity diffused through the rock after a time, t, is given by 

Ct V Dr t 
Aid P 

a 2 o ~ ( - l ) B 

6 TT2 ^ . n2 C X P 

-f) fnV( 
Pa 

(20) 

As t —> oo, the asymptotic solution of equation (20) tends to: 

ct VI n 1 ,2 (21) 

where A is the rock area (m2), V is the solution volume in the measurement cell (m3), 

De is the effective diffusion coefficient (m2 s_1) and a is the rock capacity factor defined 

by a = e( + p Rd, where et is the water accessible porosity, p is the rock density and Rd 

is the distribution ratio for a radionuclide exhibiting concentration independent sorption. 

C V I A plot of A \ against t yields the effective diffusion coefficient, De, from the slope, 

and Q from the intercept on the time-axis of the extrapolated linear region (see Appendix 

A for definitions of diffusion coefficients). 

time 

Figure 8: Schematic representation of a diffusion curve 
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At the intercept on the time axis, t/\-T (Figure 8), C, = 0 and therefore equation (21) 

reduces to: 

DetlNT - l-a I2 = 0 (22) 
o 

which for a non-sorbing species (Rd = 0) becomes: 

tiNT(non) = ^ - (23) 

and for a sorbing species is: 

P 
tINT(sorb) = (et + p RJ-z-pr (24) 

O Vf 

From equation (23) the porosity tt can be calculated since all other parameters are 

known (The comments made in section 6.3 on nominally non-sorbing tracers which 

nevertheless exhibit very weak sorption also apply here). 

The magnitude of the porosity ct, in equation (24) is normally much less than "pRj" and 

in most cases its contribution to tuvT(sorb) can be ignored without incurring significant 

errors. Strictly speaking, equation (24) is only valid for radionuclides exhibiting linear 

sorption isotherms. Many radionuclides sorb non-linearly, and for these the simple 

equations and interpretation given here break down. More complex model concepts and 

more sophisticated codes will be required to interpret the results. Already some of this 

software is available e.g. migration codes which are capable of modelling non-linear 

sorption (Jakob et al. 1989). Also some work to model the behaviour of a non-linearly 

sorbing species in diffusion experiments has recently been completed (Smith, 1989). 

Some of the limitations of the diffusion-sorption technique have already been discussed. 

The time scale of such experiments may be an important factor, and it is desirable to 

have an approximate estimate of what these might be. With respect to Valanginian marls, 

very little information is available except for the two permeability results quoted in the 

previous section. Comparison of this data with diffusion coefficients and permeability 

values in other rock systems (Bradbury, unpublished work), allows the very rough 

estimate of 10~H to 10~13 m2 s_1 to be made for the diffusion coefficient for marl 

parallel to the bedding or foliation. In a diffusion experiment, the time to steady state, 

tM (Figure 8), is given approximately by (Bradbury et al. 1986): 
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where S is an empirical constant having a value between 0.25 and 0.5. 

The total water accessible porosity, c„ (relevant for estimating experimental time scale*; 

in diffusion experiments) is, according to Hemmingway et al. (1983), approximately 2.5 

to 10 times the dynamic porosity. A value for tt of 10-2 is chosen for these calculations 

(ej ~ 2xl0-3, section 6.3). 

In order to make the experimental time scales estimated here comparable with those 

previously estimated for the infiltration tests, a sample thickness, /, of 1.9xl0-2 m is 

taken. A diffusion coefficient of 5 x 10_w m2s -1 is used. Therefore, substituting these 

values into equation (25) for the case of a non-sorbing species gives: 

t„ ~ 7 x 103 hours (S = 0.35) . . 
~ 0.8 years 

It is emphasized that the value give is only a rough value based on rather unreliable 

estimates. (Using a specimen 10~2 m thick would bring the time to reach steady state 

down to ~ 1.9 x 103 hours.) 

From the point of view of the (rather unreliable) estimates available at the present time, 

it looks as though the experimental times for non-sorbing species will be long. The 

implication of this is that diffusion experiments of the sort described, even for weakly 

sorbing species, may be impractical because of the time scales involved. 

Finally, of special note is the recent work by Smith (1989), where a modified version 

of the RANCHMDNL code (Jakob et al, 1989) was used to model laboratory diffusion 

experiments for linearly and non-linearly sorbing tracers. Of the many interesting results 

to come out of this work, the following are of particular relevance here. 

(i) The time to steady state in diffusion tests with non-linearly sorbing radio
nuclides may be significantly shorter than would be calculated using an "average 
Revalue". 

(ii) Analysis of the diffusion curve yields the pre-exponential term and the exponent 

of the Freundlich isotherm. 
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The last point is significant in that long term diffusion experiments with non-linearly 

sorbing species on intact samples may be worthwhile. Though the time scales may 

be (very) long, the investment in such experiments in terms of man-hours may be 

significantly less than would be needed for batch tests (Multiple tracer tests are of course 

possible). Determinations of isotherms by these means have the important and intrinsic 

advantages that uncertainties associated with the choice of S:L ratios and particle sizes 

(batch tests) are avoided. 
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8 A possible means of relating sorption data from 
crushed rock batch tests to sorption in intact rock 

In studies where sorption values from batch tests have been compared with those from 

infiltration or diffusion tests using intact rock, discrepancies have been found (e.g. 

Bradbury et al, 1986; Berry et al, 1988). The latter methods almost invariably yield 

significantly lower values. As should be clear from the previous section, it is not 

practical to carry out sorption measurements in intact rock for all the radionuclides at 

all concentrations and under all conditions which are likely to be encountered. The 

questions then arises as to how sorption in the pore space in intact rock i.e. the sorption 

taking place simultaneously with matrix diffusion in the field, can be related to results 

on crushed rock. (Or if cores containing natural fractures are being used, how sorption 

on the infill material in the fracture during an infiltration test can be related to sorption 

measurements on disaggregated infill material in batch tests.) 

In a previous section on batch sorption tests, an approach toward the understanding 

of sorption was suggested via physico-chemical characterisation i.e. the possible 

interpretation of the sorption data for some radionuclides based on cation exchange 

phenomena. Clearly, this will not be the only mechanism. However, considering 

that radionuclides can only access and sorb on those surfaces which are in contact 

with water, and that any rock in contact with water will undergo weathering reactions 

with time to produce secondary minerals (i.e. "clays") as products coating the surfaces 

(in fractures, in the pore volume), then looking more closely at cation exchange as a 

generally potentially important mechanism seems reasonable. 

If such a mechanism appears to be promising for the interpretation of the sorption 

behaviour of certain radionuclides in the crushed rock tests, it may be possible 

to quantitatively link batch and intact rock sorption data through physico-chemical 

parameters. In an intact rock, the sorption sites are situated on the surfaces of the 

accessible pores or microfissures or fractures through which transport takes place. 

Gaining access to and making measurements on these internal pore/microfissure/fracture 

surfaces is experimentally difficult (hence the wide use of crushed rock tests). However, 

in principle, it is possible to physico-chemically characterise these internal surfaces 

in intact rock by carrying out infiltration experiments using highly selective metal 

complexes (see section 3). 

Consider an infiltration experiment of the type described in section 6.3 except that the 
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concentration emerging on the low pressure side of the sample is measured directly 

("drop wise"). 

If the flow rate is Q m3 hr_1 through a core of volume Vc m
3 and the dynamic porosity 

is ed, then, assuming the same model concept as in section 6.3, the breakthrough time 

for a non sorbing species is 

tB(non) = c hours (27) 
Q 

Let Z equivalents represent the total available exchange capacity on the internal surfaces 

contacted by the water in the core. Also, let the concentration of the index-cation in 

the step input be Q eq m -3 . 

The volume of the input solution containing the same number of equivalents as the 

sample is simply •&• m3 and the time for this volume to flow through the core, tB(index) 

is: 
Z 1 

tB(index) = — — hours (28) 
(->i Q 

Ideally, it is desirable for the breakthrough time of the index-cation to be significantly 

different from that of a non-sorbing species so that the two are easily distinguishable 

from one another, but not so different that experimental times become impractically 

long. Let: 

tB(index) = Z_ _\_ = y 

tB{non) d Vced
 [ ' 

and 

Z = PVC CEC (30) 

where p = material density and CEC is the cation exchange capacity of the material 

contacting the solution in the water accessible porosity (or fracture) expressed as eq kg-1 

of bulk rock. Then, substituting for Z in equation (30) from (29) and re-arranging gives: 

J td 
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Whether such an experiment is practically possible or not will vary from system to 

system. The cation exchange capacity of crushed marl (< 63 urn) is of the order of 

10"1 eq kg -1. Considering the data presented in section 6.3 it seems likely that the 

effective cation exchange capacity of an intact core in an infiltration test is considerably 

less than this value because of the very low porosity. For the purpose of the following 

estimate, assume that it is a factor of 10 less i.e. CEC = 10~2 eq kg -1 of bulk rock. 

Since tg(non) is — 2 hours (section 6.3) then a value of T of 100 would not be 

unreasonable in this case i.e. tß(mrfe.r) ~ 200 hours. 

Using 

c = 2 x 10-3 

p = 2.6 x 103 kg rrr3 

CEC = 10~2 eq kg"1 

T = 1 0 0 

and substituting this data into equation (32) gives: 

C ,~ 1.3 x 102eqirr3 

In practice, to ensure complete exchange site saturation two to three fold excess of the 

index cation (~ 2.5 x 102 eq m -3) would be necessary. Clearly, if simple calculations 

of the sort given above indicate that such experiments are possible, there will still be 

an initial experimental phase of trial and error in order to define optimum conditions. 

It would also be prudent to carry out either an initial experiment with a non-sorbing 

tracer or include a spike of such a tracer in the input solution in the infiltration test so 

that 'e<i' can be determined. 

Thus if the sorption measured in crushed rock tests can be generally understood in terms 

of a cation exchange mechanism, then a knowledge of the cation exchange capacity in 

the intact rock will enable R̂  values appropriate to bulk rock to be calculated. The 

validity of the calculated values can be tested experimentally for species which do not 

sorb too strongly. 

As mentioned previously, mechanisms other than cation exchange are likely to 

contribute to sorption. An estimate of the relative importance of sorption due to 

cation exchange versus other mechanisms can be estimated from so called "blocking" 

experiments. In these tests the exchangeable sites are "blocked" (occupied) using 
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a metal complex solution and then the radionuclide of interest is introduced and 

sorption measured. Sorption values over a range of concentrations with and with

out "blocking" could indicate the importance of the cation exchange mechanism. (Such 

a technique could be used both in batch and infiltration tests but there may be problems 

with ionic strength and other possible chemistry changes arising from the relativity 

concentrated solutions of the index-cation needed). 

One final point is that the metal complex solution should be made up in the LSM water 

in order to avoid any complications due to precipitation/dissolution reactions within the 

bulk sample. The choice of the metal complex used in infiltration type tests should be 

made such that it is stable in the LSM water and that the transition metal should be 

available as an active and easily measurable isotope. 
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9 Gas in Marl 

Investigations on OBS marl core samples have shown that they contain gas, 

predominantly methane (Schenker and Vuichard, 1988). The gas content is highly 

variable and can be as much as 1 litre per litre of marl (measured at STP). It appears 

that the majority of the gas is trapped at high pressure in fluid inclusions and, as such, 

is not likely to have any direct influence on radionuclide migration. However, any gas 

present in the pore network and/or in microfissures may have serious implications for 

matrix diffusion as a retardation mechanism. A two phase regime may exist within 

the pore structure, or, the accessible porosity may be filled with gas and consequently 

be inaccessible to radionuclides. As an example, consider a marl with an accessible 

porosity of 3 vol% completely filled with gas at a depth of say, 100 m. Assume that 

there is connectivity between the matrix porosity and the water bearing fractures. In 

this case the pressure of the gas cannot be less than the hydraulic head i.e. gas pressure 

~ 10 bar. 

The gas filled pore volume in 1 litre of marl corresponds to ~ 30 ml of gas at a pressure 

of ~ 10 bar which is equivalent to ~ 300 ml at STP. In natural outgassing tests such 

large volumes have not been measured, rather values of < 1 ml per litre marl have 

been given (Schenker and Vuichard, 1988). However, in these tests no precautions 

against out-gassing prior to the commencement of the measurements seem to have 

been made and hence the question as to how much gas resides in the matrix porosity 

remains unresolved. Whether or not matrix diffusion can be invoked as a retardation 

mechanism in transport modelling depends upon the answer to this question. Further, 

there are implications for laboratory measurements. If the pores are filled with gas 

at relatively high pressures, it makes no sense to expend efforts to measure diffusion 

rates and hydraulic conductivities in matrix material. There may also be additional 

reservations about performing batch tests on crushed matrix marl which is never likely 

to be in contact with groundwater. 
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10 Swelling in Marls 

There is some information, albeit rather limited, that Valanginian marl samples may 

swell in contact with "water". (Schneider and Kappeler, 1984) The swelling pressures 

measured were between 0.5 and 6 bar. If swelling occurs during diffusion tests on 

unconfined samples then deducing any meaningful transport parameters from the results 

is virtually impossible since its effect on the pore structure is unknown. (In infiltration 

tests the confining pressures are much larger than the likely swelling pressures, 

consequently for these tests swelling is unimportant.) With respect to the swelling 

pressure measurements mentioned above, the "water" used in these tests was probably 

not in equilibrium with the marl samples. Nevertheless, in the absence of any better 

information it is only prudent to assume that unconfined marl samples could swell. 

Therefore, diffusion tests should be carried out under confining pressures. An additional 

difficulty, which re-inforces the above argument, is that unconfined marls may not be 

stable in the presence of excess water i.e. they may tend to disintegrate. Disintegration 

of marl into a slurry was observed in a rock-water interaction test with distilled water. 

Stability experiments need to be repeated once an LSM water has been produced. If the 

marl is unstable under these conditions, then this has implications not only for diffusion 

tests but also for the batch tests. 
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Appendix A 

Diffusion coefficients 

Care has to be taken when considering diffusion in the aqueous phase through a porous 

medium because not all diffusion coefficients are appropriate in all circumstances. It 

is most important therefore to define the coefficient by writing down the appropriate 

equations, and carefully specifying the physical situation to which it relates. 

The most fundamental diffusion coefficient is the free-water coefficient D0, which links 

the diffusive flux to the concentration gradient in free water by Fick's law 

F = /?oVc (Al) 

V - (— — — ' 
\dx dy dz j 

This leads to the diffusion equation in free water 

| = Ö . V ' c (A2) 

In a porous medium this has to be modified. Equation Al is retained in superficially 

the same form. The flux per unit geometric surface area of the porous medium, rather 

than flux per unit surface area of pore space in the porous medium, is linked to the 

gradient of the concentration, d, in the pores by the effective diffusion coefficient De 

F = De v ?'• (A3) 

However conservation leads to a modified diffusion equation: 

o f f = V - ( £ W e ' ) (A4) 

since the concentration per unit volume of the porous medium is a <-'. The term V 

has been defined previously (see page 47). 
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If the porous medium is homogeneous, so that Dr and a are constant in space and time, 

then a third coefficient, the apparent diffusivity can be used 

Da = Dja (A5) 

with 

% = DaS72C. (A6) 

Da is the coefficient that is appropriate when the distance that a species has diffused 

is being considered. Note that the expression for D„ in equations (A5) and (A6) is 

only valid when the diffusing species exhibits concentration independant sorption and 

there are no kinetic effects. However as soon as fluxes or an inhomogeneous medium 

are discussed, De must be used. This is also true if a is a function of concentration, 

because of concentration dependant sorption. There is one final coefficient, the pore-

water diffusion coefficient Dp, given by 

Dp = De/ed (A7) 

where cd is the dynamic porosity. Again this is only meaningful for a homogeneous 

medium. 

The effective diffusion coefficient is a property of the three-component system: the 

diffusing species, the solvent and the porous solid. It is related to the free-water 

coefficient by 

De = M , (A8) 

where tf, sometimes called the diffusibility and sometimes the formation factor,is a 

property of the porous medium. Providing no size factors influence the diffusion (as 

may be the case with large colloids fitting into small pores) or ion exclusion effects 

(such as may be the case in "clay" rich materials) # wili not be dependent on the 

diffusing species. So the measurement of a single Ds, and a knowledge of D0 for a 

number of species, will allow De for these species to be estimated. # will depend on 

various geometrical factors. It is sometimes expressed as (for example, see Neretnieks, 

1980) 
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* = ^ 4 (A9) 
\ 

where e<f is a dynamic porosity, 8 the constrictivity, and \ the tortuousity. The pore-

water diffusivity will be smaller than the free-water diffusivity because of the tortuous 

diffusion paths, and so the factor 8/\2 will always be less than 1. 
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